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microseconds-all secure, virus -proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-
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mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT -5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X -Y control
from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide.

REDUNDANCY? We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET and CAT -5 link from each
studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system!

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking; benefit from our experience!
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Harris is your end -to -end radio solution provider.
AM/FM Analog or HD Radio'  Audio Consoles  Broadcast Studios
High Power AM Systems and Service Intraplex Transport

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully eitiFp44
modular construction. o -
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FlexStar HDx exciter -the gold -standard
for FM and FM -HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.
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Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

Imagine Harris transmitters...
combined with legendary Orban audio processing.

OPTIMOD 9400 -AM Digital'I
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No -compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio-in one box!

For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major -market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two -box configuration.
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Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com
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*Verizon, Cingular and Sprint now offer broadband IP cell phones you can
plug into a Tieline codec and deliver reliable, broadcast cuality remotes

from wherever you're standing

eThe first time out with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple experience for
everyone involved. For lack of a
better phrase. the codec just worked.

-Christian Vang Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

Reac the full story and get
a FREE IP demo www.tieline.comlip

800-950-0750

q

*Verizon Cingular and Spnnt are trademarks
of thei. respective corporationswww.tieline.com
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Currents Online Selected neadlines from the past month.

FCC Seeks Nominations for WARN Committee
This committee is being established pursuant to the Warning, Alert and Response Network Act (WARN Act), which was
enacted on Oct. 13, 2006.

MXL Ships MXL.006 USB Condenser Mic
The MXL.006 features a large, gold diaphragm, a three-way attenuation switch and a USB output.

Buckley Will Use PPM in NYC
Buckley Radio, a Top 50 radio broadcasting company, will begin using the PPM in a multi -year agreement with Arbitron.

MPEG Surround Technology Showcased at AES
MPEG Surround is a compression technique for multi -channel audio signals.

Shure Signs Licensing Agreement with APT
Shure selected Apt -x Live after a series of extensive listening and performance tests conducted over a period of
several months.

Audio-Technica Launches 40 Series Online Demo
The website feature allows visitors access to technical specifications while auditioning A -T's line of 40 Series side -address
condenser microphones.

Mississippi Stations Find New Way to Send Emergency Alert
Thirty Mississippi radio stations have installed Global Security Systems' First Alert System.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the
mic icon is placed on this issue's cover

and you could win a Heil mic
courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2006.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by December 10.
Send your entry to

radio@1)rism1)21).com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

TRANSADDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transatuliogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Site Features
Radio Glossary

With new technology comes new terminology. We have a list
of the new language of radio broadcasting, and you can find
it online.

Today in Radio History
The important dates that have shaped radio's history are
included here.

2006 Product Source
The September issue included the annual Radio magazine
Product Source. You can read the entire contents including the
special sections and Pick Hits recap online.

Applications and Solutions
Looking for specific articles relating to a type of product? We
provide easy links to technology through the Applications &
Solutions section. Click on a product category to see articles
relating to your interest.

The DAB Answer Series
The Insight to IBOC supplement in this issue covers a specific
aspect of digital audio broadcasting. The complete content of
each issue, including the one in this issue is available online.
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AEQ
all the audio

and communications
for broadcasters

BROADCAST AUDIO CONSOLES

ARENA Console
Ultimate digital audio console.

A.

BC 300
Analogue audio console with built-in telephone hybrid and
power amplifier at incredibly low price.

BC 500
Cost effective analogue audio console with built-in
digital telephone hybrid.

fa

BC 2500
Top level analogue audio console.

EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES

PAW 120
Palm -size digital recorder. New and improved design.

Swing
Por.able codec, audio mixer and telephone hybrid.

"L°rr

EMeltilivti-s.nor r .

Eagle
ISDN audiocodec with phone hybrid capabilities at a
great value!

Course
The COURSE, a 4 -unit chassis, with control software and dual
power supplies accommodates up to 10 communication
boards: dual channel ISDN codec, Digital Hybrid (analog line)
or V35/X21, and soor to be released IP codec.

o oPesva

TH 02
Digital telephone hybrid with frequency extender.

oat

AEQ USA
Phone: +1 954-581-7999

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: sales@aeqbroadcast.com

For more information please visit us at
wwwaeqbroadcast.com
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Who was first?
buiet celebration is brewing that marks a unique anniversary for radio
roadcasting, although I don't expect that it will stay quiet for much longer.
adio recently marked a milestone as well. The two events are 100 years

apart, but they're port of the ongoing evolution in radio broadcasting that we're all
a part of. What are these two events? The anniversary will occur in December,
while the milestone occurred in September. Let's start with the history.

In the June issue this year I offered a definition of radio: delivering an audio
program of entertainment or information to an audience. Audio is the key for radio.
But when did radio begin transmitting audio signals? Be careful. While many

people are quick to credit Marconi as being the
first to broadcast an audio signal, he only transmit-
ted Morse code with a spark -gap transmitter in
1901. (And for now we won't argue the claim
of him being first or that he actually received the
signal; we'll save that for another time.)

The truth is that history is always sketchy at the
moment something occurs, but the first audio
broadcast is credited to Reginald Aubrey Fessen-
den, who provided a Christmas Eve broadcast in
1906. He actually transmitted an audio signal (his
own voice) a few months earlier, but that was a
point-to-point transmission. His Dec. 24 transmis-
sion was intended to provide a voice and music
program to anyone who was listening. That's a
radio broadcast to me.

This event may challenge the claim of who can
be credited as being the father of radio. Debate
it all you like, but the reality is that radio evolved
and improved through the work of many people.
It is not any one person who performed all the
work. Marconi and Fessenden are important, but
so are Fleming, Hertz, Tesla, de Forest, Armstrong
and many others.

We like to answer the "who was first?" question
for everything we do. The debate over the first
broadcast station gravitates toward KDKA, but
it's not hard to show that other early broadcast
stations beat KDKA to it. This example leads us to
define "first broadcast" and other aspects, which
further clouds the issue.

Simply asking "who was first?" doesn't always
yield the correct answer. The truth is that KDKA

and Marconi just marketed themselves better than
the others. Many people have never heard of
Fessenden. The upcoming anniversary will help
change that, but even when claims are settled in
patent suits or in a courtroom, history may continue
to get it wrong for some time to come.

First or not, the 100' anniversary of Fessenden's
voice broadcast will be recognized in December.
Look for more news and stories about him in
the coming weeks leading to the Christmas Eve
anniversary. We have our own salute to the
man in this issue on page 40, which is a lead-
in to a special feature in next month's issue that
reviews the top technologies that have shaped
radic broadcasting.

While we remember the past 100 years, radio
broadcasting continues to make strides forward.
I mentioned another milestone that was recorded
in September. On Sept. 18, the 1,000'h station
commenced HD Radio transmissions. WIYY, Bal-
timore, was bestowed the recognition by Ibiquity.
Since then more than 20 additional stations have
signed on with HD Radio.

Remember the 1,000' HD Radio station event
today, by the way, because I'm sure that in 100
years there will be a heated debate contesting the
WIYY distinction of achieving that mark.

Regardless of who gets the credit for being first,
second, 1,000h or any other distinction, the evolu-
tion of radio broadcasting is the result of cumula-
tive efforts from inside and outside broadcasting
circles The innovation and technical evolution
continues and extends beyond the confines of the
airwaves and includes many other forms of wired
and wireless distribution. Even with the ongoing
challenge of new forms of audio media, radio
holds its ground and moves forward.

8 November 2006



nternet remotes...
there's been talk.

Live from 37,000 Feet-No
kidding-Live Broadcast from
a Lufthansa flight!

... successfully aired his three hour talk
show from a commercial airplane [using
ACCESS] at 37,000 feet on a regularly
scheduled flight between Frankfurt,
Germany and New York, US.

Radio Free Asia-Live from
the Himalayas

"The results [with ACCESS] were especially
reliable considering that Dharamsala has
one of most "problematic" Intenet
infrastructures that we have come across."

- David Baden, Chief Technology
Officer Radio Free Asia

For the complete story visit
http://rerrotc_broodcosts.blogspot. corn

CI Ski Mountain Remote

7 Arne
This picture, really demonstrates what
ACCESS is about. This product truly has the
ability to cut the wires.

For the complete story visit
http 'temutabroodcasts blogspot.corn

"ACCESS was used on the air excl.nively
for JAMN945 at thi; one. I- was all over
EVDO with a treme ndous amoLnt
active cell phones n the c rea. The
ACCESS was conrected to the Ve i;on
wireless Broadbarcl...

> visa
http. 'r-ernotebroodcasts.blogspot. com

Put Comrex On The Line.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com MEW
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: (918) 784-1776  Fax:: (978) 784-1717
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The road to
antenna maintenance

It's important to
know a station's
licensed operating
parameters before
any meaningful
system maintenance
can be performed.

It is a true statement that AM antennas are usually forgotten until something
goes wrong with the signal. Then, finally, some attention is paid to the pile
of steel rusting by the transmitter building. In the case of a nondirectional

station it generally takes serious deterioration to affect the signal greatly. In the
case of a directional station many factors such as current, phase, self and mutual
impedance, monitoring system and transmission lines can interact to ruin a pattern
and affect a service area.

I'll speak more directly at directional array (DA) maintenance than to nondirec-
tional because a DA's additional complexity requires greater attention to several

numerical values than a simpler nondirectional
antenna. Before any useful maintenance can
be performed it is essential to know how one's
system is supposed to operate and also know the
licensed operating parameters.

A station chief engineer should have informa-
tion on the operating parameters for the antenna
system at the station including a copy of the latest
proof of performance and the current license. If

the station does not have this information, make
it a priority to obtain them. Sometimes this takes
a great deal of repetitious effort to find out the
name of the consulting engineer or other person
who performed the proof of performance and
obtain a copy of the proof. At the same time
the station files should be checked carefully to
be sure that the license displayed is the correct
current license.

These may sound like obvious steps to take.
However, it is surprising how many times I have
visited stations and had a great deal of difficulty

By John Batson,
RE., technical editor, RF

in finding the current license and a copy of the
latest proof of performance. Several times I have
found that the engineer has several licenses in his
file and is not quite sure which is the latest. This

is not generally the engineer's fault. It is often
the fault of management who has not passed on
engineering papers to the proper department.

While searching for the proof of performance
and license it is essential to ask if any special
temporary authorizations have been issued and
are currently in use. Also, check for any pending
applications that may have been acted on without
the knowledge of the chief engineer.

Worthwhile effort
The foregoing may sound like a lot of unneces-

sary work, but believe me it is not. Until you
know that you have the current, correct operating
parameters it is not possible to be sure that you
are resetting the operation in accordance with
licensed FCC authorizations. There is nothing
more frustrating on completing a DA tune-up than
to have the station engineer come along and say
"I lust found this-it was dated last week" and
produce a new license.

While the chief engineer is gathering the above
information examine the operating log. Also
examine the maintenance log to look for obvious
potential problems. A properly maintained main-
tenance log is a wonderful maintenance tool.

If you don't know what you're looking for and
what the operating values are supposed to be
you can't very well perform maintenance on a
system. Once all the necessary information has
been gathered and assimilated the engineer
will know what he is trying to maintain. He
will have all this information ready for the time
when it's needed for maintenance work or an
FCC nspection.

Maintenance procedures
The road to proper maintenance is the road to

adequate record keeping when the actual licensed
and anticipated operating parameters have been
established The next step should be to write down

10 November 2006
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all the dial settings on the phasor cabinet face (as
well as in the maintenance log book( and all of
the other indicating devices, including the antenna
monitor. If, at this point, the antenna system hap-
pens to be properly adjusted according to the
required operating parameters it will probably

be a small miracle.
The old FCC requirements of

weekly inspections and equipment
operating logs, in my opinion,
made maintenance a great deal
easier. The regular equipment
inspection contributed greatly
toward trouble -free operation.
The old operating logs were often
used as directional signs pointing

toward potential problems.
Comparison of RF power out of the antenna

based on lc,' times 12,, against power consumed
by the final stage Ip times E, provides an excel-
lent way of checking the efficiency of the final
stage. Check this figure from time to time to be
sure that RF power is not being lost in unexpected
places. The efficiency figure thus obtained can
be useful if the engineer needs to operate under
conditions of indirect power measurement, which

Icp2 x Rep = RF power out

1p x Ep = RF power out

Compare the power output
according to the antenna with
the output of the transmitter to
verify operating efficiency.

is based on the use of previously measured or the
manufacturer's rated efficiency.

Regular maintenance must include the exami-
nation of all connections and connectors in all
circuits, tower -mounted antenna monitor loops,
or current transformers at the output of the tee -
matching network in the ATU. Lighting circuits
and photo -electric controls must be checked and
tested as well as pattern change contactors and
control circuits.

If maintenance occurs immediately following
transmitter shutdown, capacitors should be
checked for unusual heat, which may indicate
potential failure or excessive current through a
circuit. Inductors should also be examined for
signs of overheating. This often occurs at anchor-
ing point connections and is especially important
when clipped leads are employed because their
clamps frequently work loose or develop poor
contccts. Inductor overheating is indicated by
discoloration of the plating.

Check tube operating hours if meters are
provided, and don't forget to record the date of
putting tubes into service. It's also a good idea
to incude details on actual or suspected reasons
for tube failure.

cRown eaoaocasTv
World Class Products
FM Broadcast Transmitters from 30 to 10,000
watts, TraiNlators with built in receiver and new

Off 't receiver for H1/1 BO(' applications.

1",11.111.1

Many models available
for immediate delivery
3 -Year Warranty
24/7 Service Support

Crown Broadcast IREC
www.crownbroadcast.com
Kkoselke@irec I .com

World Class Partners
Crown Broadcast would like to recognize the
excellence of the following Organizations
and the ministry they provide.

New FM1OK

10kW output -
Modular -
Small footprint
Redundant;
power supplies
and amplifiers

Stop by our booth #215 at this years NRB show in Orlando.

BROADCASTING

Educational Media Foundation
http://www.emfbroadcasting.com/

HCJ B WORLD RADIO
ENGINEERING CENTER

HCJB World Engineering Center
www.hcjbeng.org
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Transmission lines and antenna monitoring lines
normally have little to check provided that no
visible damage has occurred and that there are
no symptoms that would indicate transmission
line problems. Unless there are erratic readings
there is normally no need to make more than a

thorough inspection

Overheating of
inductors often

occurs at
anchor points.

of the visible portions
of the lines and their
connections.

If any of the lines are
gas pressurized, or use
a dehydrator individual
gas pressures and
the amount left in the
tank, and dehydrator
conditions should be

checked. Of course if any damage to the lines
has been noticed the line should be checked with
a time domain reflectometer (TDR).

Guy tension and anchors must be examined
and verified. Check for rust and galvanic action
at guy anchors. Use field glasses to check for
cracked guy insulators and look for cracks in base
insulators. Water can infiltrate them and complete
disintegration can follow in winter.

Ground systems and associated copper strap-
ping must be examined for breaks and poor hard
soldered joints. Unless there has been heavy
traffic the soft ground radials should be OK in the
absence of indicated electrical problems.

The common point impedance and current must
always be verified after the completion of tuning
the antenna. If a built-in operating impedance
bridge is provided in the phasor it should be used,
otherwise insert an in -line operating bridge on the
transmitter side of the common point ammeter.

FCC monitoring points should be checked after
all maintenance is completed. Maintenance
results and work performed on the system should
be recorded in the maintenance record book
togeher with all measured operating parameters
including the FCC monitor point readings and
antenna monitor readings.

If any tubes have been replaced or major items
taken from spore stock, replacements should be or-
dered or obtained, and other maintenance supplies
replenished as necessary. There is nothing worse
than realizing at midnight that the only spore final
tube was used last winter and never replaced.

E-mail Battison at batcom@brightnet.

Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 Studio Design Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire Et Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

Studios

RAM Broadcast Systems

viww.ramsyscom.corn
800.779.7575
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FCC uses terrain data
in NCE-FM channel reservations By Harry Martin

In November 2003, the Commission opened a window for noncommercial
entities to reserve for noncommercial use vacant FM allotments that had previ-
ously been set aside for auction. Because newly allotted FM channels in the

commercial band are subject to auction, and because noncommercial channels
land applicants) are not expected to be involved in auction proceedings, the
Commission had to come up with a way by which commercial channels might,
in some limited circumstances, be reserved for noncommercial use and thereby
be removed from the auction process.

To that end, the Commission adopted standards by which parties could petition
the FCC to convert commercial FM allotments for
noncommercial use so long as certain threshold
qualifications were met. Communities out of the
reach of existing NCE stations were preferred.

Two petitioners submitted proposals that ap-
peared to qualify under the reservation process.
However, both proposals were dismissed by the

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in the following

states to file their 2006 biennial ownership reports: Colorado.
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for radio stations in the following
states to place their 2006 EEO reports in their public files
and post them on their websites: Alabama. Colorado.
Connecticut, Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota. Rhode Island.
South Dakota and Vermont.

Commission's staff because the petitioners used
engineering studies showing the actual terrain
within the proposed service areas to determine
the population that would receive first and second
local service. The use of actual terrain in determin-
ing population typically increases the population.
However, historically the Commission has declined
to rely on terrain data in its FM channel allotment
process, in any context, because such data tend
to be derived from a specific assumed transmitter
site, and in most FM allotment proceedings the
successful applicant does not have a final transmit-
ter site in mind at the allotment stage.

On recent reconsideration, however, the staff re-
instated the proposals. In so doing the staff created
a limited exception applicable to noncommercial
FM reservation petitions. Petitioners proposing

to reserve FM allotments for noncommercial use
will be able to use actual terrain data to show
compliance with the first and second local service
requirement, as long as they certify that they have
reasonable assurance of the transmitter site speci-
fied in the petition, and they have received FAA
appoval for the proposed construction. Finally,

the petitioner will need to submit an application
that meets the requisite level of first and second
local service.

The overall impact of this ruling is unclear. It

is at least conceivable now that Longley-Rice or
other terrain data models could be extended to
commercial proposals as well, in which case
parties seeking to add or modify channels could
choose hypothetical sites to support an otherwise -
defective allocation proposal.

Buy an FM translator now
AM daytime stations might want to consider

purchasing an FM translator or translator CP in
their markets now. The NAB -sponsored proposal
to allow AM stations to use FM translators to serve
their communities at night is likely to be adopted.
However, even if new rules are adopted in a year
or two, trying to apply for a new translator is likely
to be frustrating. After an AM -friendly window
is cpened, thousands of new applications are
likely to be filed, many of which will be mutually
exc.usive with each other. The Commission still
hasn't processed any of the thousands of mutually
exclusive translator applications filed in the March
2003 window. The prospect for speedy process-
ing of thousands more are dim at best. But AM
broadcasters willing to take a risk might want to
locate and purchase an existing translator CP now.
A constructed translator would be ready for use
the day the new rules become effective. There
would be no waiting for the FCC to process the
application. During the wait for the new rules,
the signal of a noncommercial station could be
rebroadcast. If the rules never materialize, the
fac lity would at least have some resale value I

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.corn.
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FM Broadcasters
STAY ALERT!

GSSNET keeps FM the TOP CHOICE
for vital Emergency Information!

 Stay current with new technologies

 Keep FM terrestrial radio for alert and
notification, don't let satellite, cable or TV
take it away

 Act Local, Think Global

 Wear the White Hat: Convey lifesaving information

 Ability to send Call Letters and Song Information

Current FM -based Alert and Notification coverage for Mississippi Emergency Managemen` and Homeland Security

GSS capable receivers

Homeland Security and All -Hazard Alert Systems
Connect to ANY DEVICE, ANYWHERE

 Smoke Detectors  CellPhones  Mobile Devizes

Ill real radio

www.gssnet.us  228.255.7220  info@gssne. us



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY
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By Doug Irwin

The fielc of broadcast eng ineering keeps getting more complex.
And though I sometimes pine for the days before computer
automation, one thing I never miss is an old analog radio

STL. While I still make use of one or two of the classic analog
radios here and there, always in the back of my mind I remember
that parts just aren't available any more. I have to keep hoping
that they never break. The little parts drawers are nearly empty.
Fortunately most of them are back-ups anyway.

With the -rend toward digital audio transport, and lately data
transport, a whole new generation of radio STL systems has been
oeveloped. -heir inherent advantages completely outweigh the
problems thct they happen to share with their ancestors. For
example, with an older style analog radio, co -channel interference
could easily be noticed (at best) as some low-level audio chatter
and (at worst) not -so -low level audio and a beat note to go along
with it. My experience is that digital radios can operate more
easily in a co -channel fashion, as long the desired -to -undesired
ratio is grea- enough for the local demodulator to ignore the
"noise" signal from the undesired transmitter. (If you opt to rely
on this, by the way, be certain that your desired signal doesn't
go througl- fades making it weaker, and that your undesired
signal isn't n a fade when you measure your desired to undesired

ratio. Changes in the desired -to -undesired ratio while you aren't
looking may lead to great frustration later.)

The QAM modulation scheme of many of the digital radio
systems seems to make them particularly susceptible to de -sense.
Other transmitters keyed on and off (like paging transmitters)
can make some of the digital demodulators lose lock, even with
the receiver being far removed in frequency from the offending
transmitter. That isn't typically a problem with analog radios
because they use FM (unless you are unlucky enough to have
an intermod show up on your STL frequency). The solution in a
case like this is generally a sharp -skirted filter to keep other RF
out of the front-end of your receiver. Getting a better antenna
and using horizontal polarity (if possible) are other ways to reject
signals from many other communications systems transmitting
from mountaintops.

The current generation of digital radio STLs sourd great, but
like many other systems in radio, they aren't necessarily plug
and play.

The primary advantage of any digital system vs. an analog system
thatoperates within a limited dynamic range is the consistent quality
of the sound. The dynamic range of audio encoded n a digital
system is essentially fixed and is defined by the word length.
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Looking to
touch your
listeners?

APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for yoke.

Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive

proprietary features lyings these benefits to any voice - from a thundering bombast to o whispering waif - without changing its essential quality.
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...

 The RPA -ube preamplifier provides warmth, image and det]il.

 The Easyriler Compressor controls output levels without pimping or breathing.

 The Logic-lssisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words.

 The Split Eand De-esser effectively cuts sbilance without dull ng.

 The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter add resonance, depth, presence and clarity.

 The parametric E0 takes care of any frequency anomalies wih surgical precision.

 Post -processing insert point, -10dBV and +4dBu analog outpts, 24/ 96 digital oLtputs on AES3,

S/PDIF aid Optical, word clock I/O, and a cough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to

be easily iiterfaced nto any system.

So if ycu are looking to touch your listeners, you should be 'poking at the Aphex Model 230.

www.aphex.com
2005 Aihex Systems. All Right. Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA

Genuine
APHEX
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The dynamic range of an old analog system is defined by two
things: the noise floor (in the case of an analog radio system or
analog tape) and the limit of headroom (100 percent modulation
in the case of an analog radio, the saturation point of tape).

Staying wired
Wireline STL systems have come a long way in the last 20

years. I never had the opportunity to use copper loops for an
STL-although it was common everywhere in the old days. (You
were indeed lucky if your studio and transmitter site shared the
same central office) Getting a 15kHz pair was, in many instances,

All the Advantages of HD Radio
In a BE Tube Transmitter

Introducing BE's FMi T Series for High Power HD Radio

These highly -efficient, cost-effective transmitters can help you harness
HD Radio's revenue enhancing potentials, such as multicasting and
Messagecasting. Based on BE's field -proven T Series, they feature
Class C operation and our patented folded half -wave technology.

No company designs and builds a more complete range of analog
and digital radio transmission options than BE. And, thanks to

Essential Spectral Precorrection - (ESP) and other proprietary BE
innovations, no HD Radio system outperforms the combination

of BE FXi HD+FM Exciters and HD Radio transmitters.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305
Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks; Total Radio is a trademark;
and Messagecasting is a service mark of Broadcast Electronics Inc. HD Radio is a trademark
of tBiquity Digital Corporation.

Resource
Guide

Manufacturers of
STL equipment

and accessories

Airlink Communications
510-781-9700
www.airlink.com

Armstrong Transmitter
315-673-1269
www armstrongtx com

APT
800-955-APTX
www.aptx.com

Bext
619-239-8462
www. bext. corn

Bitrage
904-808-0656
www bitrage.co m

Broadcast Electronics
217-224-9600
www bdcast cam

DB Elettronica
Telecomunicazioni

+39-49-8700588
www.dbbroadcast.com

Digital Juke Box
740 -282 -SOFT
www.digitaljukebox.com

DM T
856-423-0010
www.dmtonline.us

Energy-Onix
888-324-6649
www energy-onix corn

Harris
800-622-0022
www broadcast harris cam

Kathrein, Scala Division
541-779-6500
www kathrein-scalo cam

Lightpointe
866-376-5878
www lightpointe cam

Marti Electronics
217-224-9600
www martielectronics com

Mayah Communications
+49 811 55 16 0
www.mayah.com
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Implementing
Surround

Classical station WGUC makes
the commitment to surround
broadcasts
By Don Danko, C.BRE CBNT

As one of the industry -leading classical radio stations in the country,
it has been 90.9 WGUC's mission from day one to offer the highest
quality musical experience to our highly discriminating listeners.

So when WGUC initially made the transition to HD Radio in 2003 we
were looking forward to the added benefits it would bring, such as the
ability to broadcast 5.1 surround sound.

Don Danko, VP of engineering and operations for WGUC, prepares a surround record-
ing for playback.

WGUC recording engineers began producing recordings of the world-
renowned Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and other notable ensembles
in surround a number of years ago. These recordings provided the first
programming for the station's surround -sound broadcasts. The next
step would be to expand WGUC's surround -sound broadcasts to include
commercially available recordings as well.

To do this, we evaluated many surround recording formats. There
are unique characteristics to all of them, but for our use, we needed
something that worked in our existing stereo infrastructure that would
provide a rich surround experience.

The Neural Surround Downmix has the capability of transporting

HD Radio for a state-
wide network
By Chriss Scherer, editor

very HD Radio installation
is different because of the

unique characteristics of the
transmitter site, including the
tower, the antenna and the avail-
able transmitter building space.
As stations consider their options
to install HD Radio equipment,
it's not uncommon to change
the design plan as additional in-
formation is discovered. In many
cases, a station can examine
another HD Radio operation and
borrow ideas to apply to its own
circumstances. For Wisconsin
Public Radio (WPR), this was not
quite the case.

L)oking through the WERN antenna

Radio magazine has covered
several HD Radio installations at
commercial broadcast stations,
so it was time to look at noncom-
mercial side of radio to see how
one radio network was making
the change to HD Radio.

Wisconsin Public Radio has 27
radio stations in its statewide
network. These stations carry

continued on page 3

Inside
IBOC for a small group 4

The HD Radio rollout 6

New resources 7
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Harris is your end -to -end radio solution provider.
AM/FM Analog or HD Radio"  Audio Consoles  Broadcast Studios
High Power AM  Systems and Service
HD Radio'. is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation

Intraplex Transport

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking.
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully Aitfrp4
modular construction. 00t

PIC
wis

FlexStar HDx exciter -the gold -standard
for FM and FM -HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the

lb latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.

Imagine Harris transmitters..,
combined with legendary Orban audio processing.

OPTIMOD 9400 -AM Digital

WI
-NW os

ZX1000, 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

4011.`11

Destiny 3DX-50, P
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

No -compromise, independent, multiband processing
for analog AM and digital radio-in one box!

For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major -market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two -box configuration.

www.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com

1-ARRIS. assuredcommunications" www.harris.corn
Government Systems RF Comm Broadcast Microwave
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5.1 surround through our stereo infrastructure. The
Neural process works because it is based on the
principle that natural stereo and 5.1 content are tv,
dimensional (width and depth spatial attributes). The
Neural Surround Downmix corrects overlaps of the
signal sources in intensity, time, coherence, polarity
and phase before the surround channels are combined
and "watermarked" in the stereo downmix. In reverse
is the Neural Surround Upmix. The Neural Surround
Upmix renders any two -channel audio source (ste-
reo, matrix encoded stereo, Lt, Rt or Neural surround
content) as surround sound. The Neural Upmix can
simultaneously position individual elements within
the surround field creating image stability by placing
audio exactly where it would be heard.

For example, mono or pan -pot stereo will image in
front of the listener, whereas stereo containing depth
information will surround the listener. The Neural Sur-
round Upmix allows the recording engineer to moni-
tor stereo production and transport the 5.1 surround
content encoded by the Neural Downmix.

The Neural Downmix (top) and Upmix were used to encode and
monitor the surround material for stereo transmission.

Starting a project
\\ lien Neural Audio came to us with the propo-

sition of actually researching the availability of 5.1
classical recordings and then encoding that content
into a stereo stream for broadcast in analog and digi-
tal formats, we were certainly interested; especially
because we had been testing the Neural Surround
Mix/Edit System as well as other systems. We began
researching not only the content and how it could be
imported into our current infrastructure, but also the
performance of the Neural Audio Neural Surround
system as well. We came across several compile .1
tions that had to be resolved.

The first issue was ensuring that the Neural Surround
Downmix was of the highest quality. With the help
of the Cincinnati Public Radio Audio Recording and
Mastering Engineer Alex Kosiorek we had complete
control of our created content. But we wanted to en-
sure content that originated elsewhere was at least of
an equally high standard. After a collaborative effort
focused on quality control, we were pleased that the
Neural Surround Downmix was able to produce a ste-
reo downmix that accurately represented the original
content whether monitored in mono, stereo or Neural
5.1 Surround Sound. It is important to note that task
was not easy in itself, and being able to accomplish
it was quite remarkable.

WERN. WHRM
cr»Ilimiedfrron page I

ore of two programming networks: NPR News and
Classical Music (on 13 stations) or the primarily
to k-formattec Idea; Network (on 14 stations). The
pLblic broadcaster is also developing a third pro-
gramming network of all -classical music, which will
be used to feed the HD2 channels of the network's
HD Radio installations.

The network's gcal is to convert all its stations
for HD Radio. The current timeline accounts for all
but two of the stations to be converted to HD Radio
by August 2008, although the remaining two may
be completed by that date as well. The network is
currently converting WLSU in La Crosse, WHAD in
Delafield and WPN E in Green Bay.

Late last year, tw 3 stations were converted to HD
Radio: WERN, Mad son, and WHRM, Wausau.These
s-ations, licensed -o the Educational Communica-
tions Board of Wisconsin, began the process of
installing HD Radi equipment in the first quarter
of 2004.The proce:s began with applying for grants
through the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.The
crants were approved during the summer of 2005,
and the work began shortly thereafter.

At KUWS-FM in Superior and WHA-AM in Madi-
son, both licensee to the University of Wisconsin,
converted to HD Radio.

The stations
The two station: have different antenna systems.

WHRM uses a mulistation, 10 -bay ERI panel antenna
that was designed to accept HD Radio signals on the
second input. Thi: community antenna installation
has been adding HD Radio stations since it was
nstalled in early 2004.
The antenna for WERN, a Jam pro JAPD, was

nstalled for the station's analog signal before HD
Radio was being considered. Adding another an-
tenna to the tow r was not possible, so a separate
antenna approach was not considered. Because the
existing analog antenna had the power capability,
the original plan was to install an HD Radio transmit-
ter and high-level combine the analog and digital
signals to feed the antenna. While awaiting the grant
approvals, WERN Technical Services Manager Peter
Ives continued tc investigate HD Radio technology,
and during the 2004 Broadcasters' Clinic in Madison,
WI, he learned that Jampro was developing a retrofit
upgrade fo- the .APD to accept a second input.

The antenna -combined method appealed to Ives
because it would require less room in the trans-
mitter building and result is less wasted energy
because of the high-level combiner. The alternate

continued on page 5

Image credits:
- Antenna ima to courtesy of Jampro

The DAB Answer Smiles is an ongoing series of supplements that
covers the technolov of digital audio broadcasting.

Insight to IBOC -a supplement to Radio magazine, November 2006,
2006 Prism Business Media. All rights reserved.
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The HD Radio roll -out

he larger groups are regularly in the spotlight
with news of their stations implementing HD

Radio, but smaller groups are just as much a part of
the transition. Lincoln Financial Media (LFM) owns
18 radio stations, and it is in the process of install-
ing the technology across the group. We talked with
Barry Thomas, vice president of engineering for
Lincoln Financial Media, to hear about this group's
philosophy on implementing HD Radio.

Milieu: How does LFM determine which stations
will install HD Radio equipment?

BT: The HD Radio roll -out is incorporated into
our existing transmitter replacement plans for each
station. This process is slated to be completed over
the next few years, bu-. more than one-third of our

stations will be on the air with HD
Radio by the end of 2006. The sta-
tion roll -out is also on schedule
with our agreement with Ibiquity
to implement the technology at our
stations.

What is the current station
roll -out plan?

BT: Ir 2005: KKFM, Denver, and
WLNK-FM, Charlotte, went on the air. In 2006,WSTR-
FM, Atlanta, WLYF-FM, Miami, WMJX-FM, Miami,
KCKK-AM, Denver, and KYGO-FM, Denver, went on
the air. KSON-FM, San Diego is under construction.
In 2007 we'll add more stations in Denver and pos-
sibly San Diego. The HD Radio roll -out should be
complete by the end of 2008.

RiIII!u: How do you categorize LFM's plan to imple-
ment HD Radio?

BT: LFM is not an early adopter, but we also do
not want to be behind the curve. Call us a middle
adopter.

We're not exactly sure how we're going to use the
technology, but we know that there is potential. We
are experimenting with ways to do it. We believe that
the killer ap is multicast. We're exploring what we're
going to do with the added channels in the end.

HatRo: So multicast is important to LFM?
BT:Yes.We expect to run HD -2 on all our HD Radio

FM stations.

Rinleu: What are your stations doing with the
multicast capability?

BT: Consider that muticast today is like FM radio
was in the 70s: the recorc changer in the back of the
studio. We have a variety of formats on our HD -2
channels, and in time we II focus on what will work
best on these channels. n the meantime we have
the platform to do it. 4

a&

WG C
The next step was obtaining the surround sound

content and deploying it in our existing infrastructure,
including importing the large audio files into our Enco
Digital Audio Delivery (DAD) system. This is where
Neural Audio swung into action. They contacted two
classical labels, Telarc and Deutsche Grammophon,
for permission to encode their available 5.1 content
for stereo. After permission was secured, Neural took
the 4.0 and 5.1 original content and captured that on
DVD-A or SACD, and using software -based batch
conversion watermarked the uncompressed WAV files
for stereo. We also worked together to convert the
ID tag information produced by the batch conver-
sion software so that it imported accurately into our
Enco System. Now all Neural Surround downmix
files are stored as linear audio broadcast WAV files
for playback on WGUC-FM. We were quite pleased
that we were able to resolve many of the conversion
and ID tag issues, a testament to Neural's customer
service and commitment.

"The whole idea is to keep everything lossless to
avoid codec artifacts while at the same time water-
marking the files for stereo," said Neural Product Line
Manager Dave Casey. "The 5.1 WAV files are quite
large, 30MB per minute. But with the Neural Down-

mix, the files were reduced to a manageable size,
which allowed us to easily place the watermarked
content on to WGUC's Enco automation system so
the files just slid into the musical lineup."

In looking back on the project, both Casey and
I agreed that the longest part of the effort was the
search for the 5.1 classical content because we had a
fairly large universe from which to search, including
international recordings.

We are extremely excited about 5.1 because it allows
us to offer an all enveloping sound experience for our
digital listeners, placing them front and center in the
best seats in the concert house. But it also provides
a richer stereo environment and pleasing surround
sound experience for analog listeners as well. In
partnership with Neural, we will continue our search
for the best 5.1 classical content as we expand the
surround library for our play list.

Danko is vice president of engineering and opera-
tions, Cincinnati Public Radio.

Twice each month, our e-mail newsletter
Digital Radio Update - Insight to IBOC brings

you the latest in digital audio broadcasting.
Subscribe today at beradlo.com.
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WERN. WHRM
continued from page 3

plan, however, meant that he would need to run an
additional length of 15/8" coax to the antenna. The
tower owner had concerns about the added wind
loading, but this was addressed by routing the new
coax within an existing cable bundle. The resulting
added wind resistance had a minimal effect on the
tower. Ives modified his installation plan and began
the work to modify the WERN antenna and install
the additional transmission line. The WERN project
included installing a combiner section on the tower
near the antenna and replacing the feeder assembly
to the antenna bays.

The radio upgrade
for WERN and WHRM
occurred at the same
time as the construc-
tion of the Wisconsin
Public TV/WPR digital
Operations Center in
Madison. The Opera-
tions Center deliv-
ers 12 TV networks
to a dozen Wiscon-
sin TV transmitters,
six translators, two
affiliates, numerous
cable networks, Direct
TV and educational
content to schools.
The ops center also
distributes Wisconsin
Public Radio networks
program content and
data to 27 stations.

The tower work on
WERN began at the
beginning of the sum-
mer of 2005, and the
two radio stations
completed their up-
grades in August and

(-Broadcast Profile
Wisconsin Public
Radio
 27 radio stations
25 FM, 2 AM
 7 bureau locations
Milwaukee, Madi-
son, Green Bay, La
Crosse, Eau Claire,
Superior, Wausau
 2 programming
formats
 4 stations on the
air in HD Radio
KUWS-FM, WERN-
FM, WHA-AM,
WHRM-FM

September 2005. In October 2005, Jampro performed
the final tuning of the installed system.

New transmitters were also installed as part of the
upgrade. WERN installed a Broadcast Electronics EMI
73, and WHRM installed a Broadcast Electronics FMI
106. The digital transmitters were installed next to the
existing analog transmitters.

The two stations are riot yet transmitting a multicast
signal, but there are plans to implement multicast in
the coming months.

continued on page 6

"Who says

IP-Audio is

the future?"

"They do."

Some very well-known companies are embracing

IP-Audio using Livewire-.

The Livewire logo is proof your

new studio equipment can con-

nect compatibly to IP networks

for linear, high -resolution audio.

Livewire: professional networked audio over Ethernet.

,e 2006 Aria Audio. Livewire TM TLS Corp.; all other marks TM their respective owners.
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WERN, WHRM
,,,,itinned from 141

Interconnected facilities
WERN and WHRM did not need to install new STL

equipment for the upgrades because the stations
within the Wisconsin Public Radio network are con-
nected through an ATM network. The ATM network
connects seven nodes around the
state through DS3 circuits. These
nodes are broadcasting bureaus,
transmitter sites or the WPR head-
quarters. Transmitter sites that are
not located at one of these nodes
are connected to the network viaT1
circuits and Intraplex or Moseley
interface equipment. WHRM is one
of these stations.

One of the goals of WPR is to
provide a completely digital path to
each transmitter whenever possible. For WHRM, this
required an upgrade to its Intraplex system to con-
nect the site to the bureau in Wausau, WI. Enhanced
Apt -x cards were added to its system for additional
capacity and to maintain a completely digital path.

All but two sites are connected via the ATM or T1
links. These remaining two sites rely on 950MHz
STL links.

The test equipment setup that was used
to sweep the antenna.

Unique challenges
Operating a state-wide network provides some

challenges that most radio stations-particularly
commercial stations-do not encounter. In most
HD Radio installations, one studio facility feeds one

transmitter site. In the case of WPR,
several locations can feed several
transmitter sites, so each transmit-
ter site must be capable of remotely
switching between multiple audio
feeds, such as EAS, station ID, lo-
cal underwriting, feeds from any
of the state-wide bureaus and the
programming network.

Commercially available pro-
grammable logic controllers are
used to control a digital audio

switcher. Some events are controlled by timer, oth-
ers by RS -232 or Ethernet.

Overall, WPR and Peter Ives are pleased with the
installations. Ives notes that there were some small
changes to the WERN coverage after the antenna
modifications were completed, but the differences
are minor.The cause of the changes will be investi-
gated later.

Sample and Hold
The digital adoption
by Chriss Scherer, editor

n Sept. 18, 2006, WIYY-I-M, Baltimore, officially became the 1,000th station to commence
HD Radio transmissions. The number of stations transmitting HD Radio signals has

nearly doubled since September 2005, and Ibiquity hopes to see 1,200 stations on the air
by the end of this year.

The surge in the HD Radio roll -out has followed the push from the HD Digital Radio Alli-
ance to promote HD Radio to consumers. The alliance has also been working to coordinate
multicast roll -outs across the top 100 markets as a way to further promote HD Radio.

The twice -monthly Digital Ra-
dio Update e-mail newsletter
from Radio magazine includes an
overview of the stations within
each state that are transmitting an
HD Radio signal. This data, sup-
plied by Ibiquity, shows that the
distribution of the roll -out varies
widely by state. It's not surprising
that California would have a high count. It stands
at 109. Texas (74), New York (68) and Florida (63)
are also HD Radio leaders.

There are no HD Radio stations in Hawaii yet,
which may not be a surprise to some. However,
Mississippi, North Dakota and South Dakota also

It's clear that the larger markets have the means and the drive tohave no HD Radio stations on the air.
implement HD Radio.

4umber of 1-11:

Radio Stations i)
 1 - 9

10 - 19

20 - 29

 30 - 39

 40 - 49

 50 - 59

 60 - 69

70 - 79

Ll 80 +

Station count information was obtained from the Ibiquity website on Oct. 18, 2006.
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Tools for installing
and maintaining an

HD Radio system
Ibiquity continues to develop the tools and

resources available to stations adopting HD Radio
technology. Likewise, the HD Radio Engineer-
ing Alliance, an engineering extension of the HD
Digital Radio Alliance, has pooled its resources to
provide more information to stations working with
HD Radio.

Ibiquity recently released four white papers that
cover networking assessments for HD Radio, which
are posted to the Ibiquity website with many other
documents that provide useful information to sta-
tions making the HD Radio transition.

HD Radio Data Network Requirements
Timothy Anderson, Ibiquity Digital

Minimizing network -induced dropouts is a
prime consideration for the successful implemen-
tation of an HD Radio system. This document
aids the station engineer in the integration and
connection of networked components necessary
for the HD Radio Advanced Application Services,
specifically multicasting.

HD Radio Networking Implementation Recom-
mendations
Kurt VanderSluis, MTM Technologies

Ibiquity Digital contracted MTM Technologies to
provide specific recommendations for the construc-
tion and provisioning of HD Radio STL systems.
This study covers the nature, resiliency and failure
modes of the digital transmissions under adverse
network conditions in a controlled lab setting and
field surveys of several radio stations using Ibiquity
technology in production settings with varying
degrees of success.

HD Radio Networking Best Practices
Trieu Vu, MTM Technologies

MTM Technologies provided specific recom-
mendations for the construction network required
for the successful implementation of HD Radio
technology. This paper defines network devices,
their functions and their role in a network. It also
contains recommendations on deployment, location
and proper use of various networking components
to ensure reliability.

SAFE: A Secure Blueprint for Enterprise Security
Sean Convery and Bernie Trudel, Cisco Systems

Cisco's secure blueprint for enterprise networks
(SAFE) provides best practice information on de-
signing and implementing secure networks.

Access the papers online at www.ibiquity.
com/broadcasters/qual ity_i mplementation/iboc_
white_papers/.

CALHOUN
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

A TOTAL SERVICE PROVIDER

COMPLETE STATION ENGINEERING; TURN KEY
INSTALLATION AND SUPPLY WITH FOLLOW UP

SERVICE AS REQUIRED.

IBOC INSTALL & COMISSIONING

ALL TESTING SERVICES

SERVING PRIMARILY IOWA, NEBRASKA,
NORTH & SOUTH DAKOTA, MINNESOTTA

800-962-9496
sales@calhouncommunications.com

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

Mm

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been 3 leading
manufacturer of precision equipment for the
measuremert and termination of RF power
for over 35 years. Our equipment is used by
engineers and technicians in a wide variety
of applications throughout the world

Check out our website
for more information!

ivww.coaxial.com

6800 Lake Abram Drive
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
440-243-1100  800 -COAXIAL

Fax: 440-243-1101
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Solutions for All of Your IBOC Needs from c.

From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the research and
development of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to
work toward developing new products for this exciting
technology.

repLYNX"' Dual Input Side Mount A

FM Antenna for IBOC Operations A

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions-

The Electronics Research LYNX- Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically
for FM IBOC applications. This new antenna is capable of transmitting both the analog and
digital FM signals without requiring a high loss hybrid combiner and maintains high isolation
between the digital and analog transmitters. The design meets the current Federal
Communications Commission requirement for informal notification of IBOC implementation.

MASK -960 IBOC
Spectral Compliance Filter

ERI has developed a compact arrangement
of our famous FM 970 band pass filter
cavities to address the specific needs of FM
IBOC broadcasting. ERI's mask filter
configuration can provide the right
response for any requirement.

Low/Medium/ High Power
Hybrid Combiners

The quality and reliability of ERfs standard quarter
wave hybrids have been adapted for use as an IBOC
Hybrid Combiner. The iBOX- 10 dB Hybrid
Combiner is available in two versions:

 Low/medium power version for analog FM power
levels up to 30 kW
 High power version which is rated to handle up to
80 kW of analog FM power.

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.j
Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com



a crap shoot; the performance depended on the skill
of the telco techs that aligned the system. If you sent
audio between central offices, then the audio had to
be converted to digital (and truncated to 1 I bits), sent

over a Ti, and then reconverted back to analog on the
far end. If you could get 65dB of dynamic range you
considered yourself lucky.

Trying to explain the frequency response vs. headroom
trade-off to some telco techs was indeed something that
could try your patience-and it used to be that if we
got a good field tech, then we knew the lines would
work. We always tried to get the same tech for the next
time. (Now they're all retired.) Once again, advances
in other communications technologies (like the cellular
telephone) have had a positive benefit for broadcasters:
with more users at typical transmitter sites, many telcos
installed fiber, dramatically increasing the reliability of
wireline STL systems.

Perhaps more significant though was when we were
allowed to generate the data ourselves for subsequent
transport over telco Tl s. After that happened, the flood-
gates opened. Intraplex began selling its channel banks
directly to end users. It included the A/D,
and at the far end, the D/A, that
gve broadcasters more control over
the sound of the radio station and
many other handy features. Other
manufacturers jumped at the same
chance not long after.

We have actually come full circle
with wireless connections now that

Sta in

be able to generate the HD MPS at the transmitter site)
with 16 -bit resolution; and full -duplex data connectivity
for TCP/IP applications. Alternatively, if you intend to
make use of the exgine architecture for an HD Radio
application (and you don't need a LAN extension) then
a simplex data connection will be adequate. The recom-
mended minimum data rate is 300kb/s.

Current offerings
Moseley Associates has offered the SL9003Q Starlink

for many years. A recently introduced configuration is
the SL-90030-2SLAN that provides one AES data stream
144 lkHz sample rate stereo pair) with simplex data at

--.
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Pulsecom and APT have partnered
on the PCAU and HD PCAU. Both work with dedicated
lines to provide digital links via copper.

The nature of data transport via digital data circuits (such
as a T1) is that it is bi-directional - in fact full-duplex-and
so signals can easily be brought back in the TSL direc-
tion. A common example would be the backhauling of
air monitor or audio from an RPU receiver. Those are
not functions that you are typically going to carry out
with a radio system.

The ability to extend the station's LAN to a transmitter site
has nearly become a necessity in the last couple of years.
First, it was only because it was handy to have a computer
at the transmitter site to retrieve e-mail or look at manuals
online. Now there are many other reasons for it, not the
least of which is HD Radio (although you only need the
data going in one direction for that). Radio systems that
can do that also are fairly easy to come by, but nearly all
of them work in unlicensed ISM bands and as such, use
low power, limiting their operational distance, and are
ultimately subject to interference from other unlicensed
users. That being said, I recently installed a 5.8GHz
ISM band radio making use of a four -foot dish pointing
right at downtown Seattle. Using a spectrum analyzer,
I saw absolutely nothing else but the transmitter on the
other end of the link.

Any digital STL acquired in this day and age should
have the following capability, at minimum: the ability to
send one AES data stream, embedded with left and right
channels, sampled at 32kHz (44.1 kHz if you want to

T 1 interfaces
have found
common
use in STL
applications.

I
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544kb/s rate. If the user warYeu u ur.-uupre.c
data system, he could opt to install a Moseley Lanlink
as well, which (by way of duolexers, using the samr
path with the same antennas) inserts a data transceiver
on both ends of the system, with Ethernet in and out.
The Lanlink operates in the 900MHz ISM band, and it
is an independent system that could be used with any
950MHz band STL. By the way, you could use it right
along with your old analog STL.

And perhaps you have no need for high-speed data to
your transmitter sire; you just want a digital STL to take
advantage of the sound quality. There are plenty of
radios out there that will do just that. TFT offers Model
460, which can carry three AES data streams (stereo
embedded, 32kHz sample rate, using 256 QAM) in an
occupied bandwidth of less than 500kHz. Again, an
advantage of a digital scheme: This radio is specified to
have a 10E-6 BER for a -84dBm signal level. Obviously
you can't do that with an analog rad o.

Harris' digital radio STL is the CD lint, which will trans-
port one 16 -bit AES data stream and two RS -232 data
channels. An option is to replace the RS -232 data with

0
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Stayin

two 6kHz audio channels or a single 12kHz audio channel.
Armstrong recently introduced the Xlink. This is a microproces-

sor -controlled analog radio with the standard features-three
SCA inputs, one composite and one mono input. It is frequency
agile, making it handy as a spare for a station group. Armstrong
can provide a two- or four -channel digital encoder/decoder pair
that can be loaded in the Xlink, making a cost-effective upgrade
to digital.

Broadcast Electronics offers the Big Pipe system-a mainframe
chassis that uses plug-in interface modules for specific functions,
such as audio transport or Ethernet. The link ends communicate via

THE STRONGEST LINK
For all your studio to transmitter and studio networKI; y ; Ikt,oK to the WorldNet Oslo
from APT.

A powerful and reliable solution designed
for multiple channel audio transport, the
WorldNet Oslo delivers up to 28 mono or
14 stereo channels over a single T1, El or
IP link.

Contact us to find out what WorldNet Oslo
can do for your air chain or request a
demo.

APT Europe Ltd
Tel +44 28 9037 1110
Fax. +44 28 9037 1137

iighly intuitive
user-friendly
interface with
VU meters and
programmable
fault monitoring,
all via IP

APT North America
Toll -free 800-955-APTX
Fax 732-796-0304

 Modular Multiple Channel Audio Codec

 Designed for your STL and Studio -to -
Studio Links

 Audio over T1, El or IP

 Enhanced apt -X®, J.57 or Linear audio

 Up to 4 audio channels per audio card

 Up to 7 audio cards per chassis

 Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces

 All cards hot-swappable

 Redundant Power Supplies

 In -band Management over T1 / El link

 Powerful User Interface for control
and supervision

 5.1 Phase -locking for seamless
surround sound

APT Japan Email into@aptx.com
Tel +81 (0) 3 5771 1191 Web www aptx com
Fax: +81 (0) 3 5771 1192

Resource
Guide

Microwave Filter
800-448-1666
www microwavefilter com

Microwave Radio
Communications

800-490-5700
www. micbroadcast.com

Moseley Associates
805-968-9621
www moseleysb com

Musicam
732-739-5600
www musicamusa com

Nicom
619-477-6298
www nicomusa com

Nucomm Microwave
800-9-NUCOMM
www nucomm corn

OMB America
800-662-4872
www.omb.com

Pulsecom
800-381-1997
www.pulse.com

0E1
800-334-9154
www.qei-broadcast.com

RF Technology
800-762-4369
www rftechnology com

Samco Antennas
817-336-4351
www. samcoontennas.com

SBS
+441789 768870
www.sbsfm.com

Superior Broadcast
Products

800-279-3326
www superiorbroadcast.com

Telewave
800-331-3396
www.telewave.com

TFT
800-347-3383
www.tftinc.com

Trango Systems
888-400-8886
www.trangosys.com
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XtLeme Radio Automation:.

ONLY $100 PER 111072,
a complete radio stairoll

ation Xtreme

X -Edit -pro production studios
X-Sched traffic studios
X -studio News & Remotes
all included with Xtreme!

The 'Bridge' hardware ...

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM

combo with production room for only $300

per month. With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

Ms Numismassosiislosms
Xtreme
'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-
dows PC software
for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tion

No down payment

Returi at any time

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telephone support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solut on fo7 live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We

supply the and o hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem can be upgraded out oF current operating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training you receive the help you need to

make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware

replacement, ongoing repars are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that

is not included is the PC computer and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com Arrakis
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Audio Techlolcgy

unlicensed channels in the 5.3GHz ISM band. BE has
also recently introduced Big Pipe LT, which is a single -rack

unit version that allows for Ethernet connectiv-
ity up to a 45Mb/s data rate.

My policy for many years has been
to operate radio STLs as back-ups,
making use of the reliability and
flexibility of digital (wired) STLs for
my mains. If you were to imple-
ment the same policy you'd have

many choices from which to pick for
equipment.

Harris/Intraplex is kind of the
granddaddy in wireline STL equip-
ment. The STL HD is a package of

two 4RU frames that contain modules
that transport the AES data stream (later
transmitted over the analog transmitter)
along with another set of modules that
transport Ethernet. (This set would be

used to carry the UDP data packet stream
that carries the MPS and SPS should you
opt to use the exgine architecture for HD

Radio implementation).
APT offers the Worldnet Oslo, a 3RU frame

The copper loop has entered the digital age
with the Pulsecom PCAU and HD PCAU.

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

IMP

system that uses plug-in modules to transport as many as
14 stereo audio pairs. Options for the audio transport
are non -compressed, linear; 48kHz sampling, 24 -bit
resolution Apt -x or Enhanced Apt -x. The system can oper-
ate over Ti, E 1 or IP networks. APT has also partnered
with Pulsecom to distribute the PCAU and HD PCAU for
wired digital loops.

Musicam USA has a product known as Team, which
is a mainframe -based system that makes use of plug-in
modules that carry out specific functions such as audio
transport. The Superlink is another mainframe system made

by Musicam. It too uses plug-in modules for specific func-
tions like audio transport; in addition it can bond multiple
ISDN circuits-as many as three-for a total of 384kb/s
data throughput. Aside from ISDN, the Superlink can
also communicate via Ethernet, ATM or Ti.

Options abound for digital transport to your transmitter
site. As the means by which entertainment content streams

are distributed increases in number, it's wise to build an
STL system that has not only great initial capability but also
scalability as well. TCP/IP capability for your transmitter
site is now nearly a must -have, and generally speaking,
digital transport of program audio is just easier than the
old analog methods and it sounds better anyway.

Irwin is a broadcast engineer in Seattle.

Kathrein-Scala PR -950 antenna image courtesy of Kathrein,
Scala Division.

AnAYsiE Functions

llitst-eam Analyzer
iigital Watchdog
Clock/SamPle Counter
BitScoPe
Jlistortion Meter

Solve Digital Audio Problems

sales@senccrugL

-. Analog Audio
t. Outputs

D$ tai Audio
" Outputs

aou

a
Bebe, Atoll

I - I

www.sencore.com 1-800-736-2673 or 1.605.339.0100

.a/4Pro
Digital Audio

Analyzer

3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls. SD 57107 USA
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Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large

and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon" family of con-
sole control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.

In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy -to -use

controls are turning on hundreds
of DJs, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.

Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
distribution, intercom, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network.'

At the
network's
hub is the

32KD
digital
router/
mixer,

the proven
performer
in many
hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.

RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to
interconnection from the studio to
the central 32KD.

To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us a call,
or drop us an email.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

1.818.840.6749 radiogsasaudio.com
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WUNC extends its ties to the community through a satellite studio.

by Chriss Scherer, editor

NC has enjoyed great success from its efforts to provide a quality
.rvice to the Raleigh -Durham -Chapel Hill area, and with this suc-

cess came the need to expand its facilities. The attention first turned
to p_,sible expansions at the main studio in Chapel Hill at the University of
North Carolina.

This proposition met resistance because the Chapel Hill site has real estate
restrictions, including building a second floor over the existing building. Someone
suggested looking at available business space in neighboring Durham, NC,
which is about nine miles from the Chapel Hill location.

Jim Goodmon, CEO of Capital Broadcasting, had another idea. An advocate
of unifying the triangle (Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill), Goodmon saw the
opportunity to redevelop an aging factory site into a business and residential
area. That site is the American Tobacco Company factory where Lucky Strike
and other once -popular cigarettes were made. Tobacco manufacturing on this
site ceased about 20 years ago. Since then the facility had been abandoned
and it was falling apart.

Many of the old manufacturing and warehouse buildings
in the American Tobacco Historic District, as it is now
known, have been restored and converted into offices
retail shopping and some residential space as well.

Goodman helped WUNC identify a space of 8,342
square feet that would be ideal for the radio station. This
space was also more than twice as large as the potential
space that could have been developed in Chapel Hill
To top it off, the location would also provide WUNC
with a presence in Durham.

The work begins
The site was chosen in the late summer of 2004

The station immediately began the process of creating
designs, pulling permits and arranging contractors. By
April 2005, the preliminary steps were complete and
the demolition and construction phase began.

On Oct. 17, 2005, the first program, The State of Things

Alt
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CAROLINA PUBLIC RADIO

aired live from noon to 1 p.m. from the historic location.
The news department moved in Dec. 6, 2005, and by
January 2006 afternoon newscasts, All Things Considered
and Market Place were also originating programs from the
new facility.

Now, every weekday the facility originates local news-
casts at 1 p.m., 2 p.m. and 3 p.m., and live programming
originates from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Part of the appeal of the new facility was its warehouse
feel. Lots of southern yellow pine trees were used in the
original construction. When it came time to begin pre-
paring the space for the studios, one pine post had to
be removed to make way for Control Room 2. A steel
beam was installed to support the building load when
the post was removed, but the post was saved for reuse.
Part of that post now supports the counter of the Control
Room 1 furniture.

Another item that required a custom touch was the out-
side sign. The station wanted a large version of the CBT
on -air light that is used inside to make a visual statement
outside the studio. David Wrighi, WUNC associate
director of radio, turned to a local 'abricator to craft the

The back studios have layouts that are nearly identical to
the showcase studios in the front. Top to bottom: Control 2,
Studio 2 and Edit 2.
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large on -air light as well as the neon lights with the call letters and
North Carolina Public Radio name.

The facility features two studio areas; one in the front of the space
and one in the back. The two areas are nearly identical. The front
studios are the showcase studios and are visible from the pedestrian
sidewalk. This side includes Control 1, Studio 1, Edit Booth 1, a
news booth and a call screener booth. The back studios include
Control 2, Studio 2 and Edit Booth 2. There is also a tech center

Control 1 is the center of the showcase studio area.

The News Booth looks into Studio 1 and
Control 1.

with eight racks.
The furniture layouts in the studios are similar, with the

only noticeable difference being the Corian countertop in
the front studios and the laminated surface countertops in
the rear studios. Studio Technology provided the furniture.
Control Room 1 also features a profanity delay and an
additional ISDN codec.

The heart of the audio system is a Wheatstone Bridge
router with Generation 6 control surfaces. The control
rooms have 16 -channel surfaces, the edit booths have
1 2 -charnel surfaces, and the news booth has an eight -
channel surface.

Redundancy was important to the overall installation.
The dual studio spaces provide obvious backup for studio
use, and the flexibility of a routing system adds to that.

End -to -End Solutions From SCMS
Orban 8500 FM Digital Audio Processor

Get your RACK Solution from the Dealer
That Knows Radio!

The Optimod-FM 8500 Orban's new flagship processor.
the next step beyond the Optimod-FM 8400. The 8500 adds
features that make it the deal choice for FM stations transmitting
iBiquity's HD Radio®. Eureka 147, or a netcast, simultaneously.
The 8500 provides stereo enhancement. equalization. AGC, multi -
band compression. low -IM peak limiting. stereo encoding. and composite
limiting --everything!
20+ excellent sounding. format specific factory presets get you started.
You customize them with easy one -knob control or with 60+ advanced controls.
Processing for digital radio/netcast (DR) is now supplied standard. Increased
base sample rate of
all processing to 64kHz
Built-in 8 -second delay
in the analog process-
ing path improves

installation versatility
in HD Radio

plants.

Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-877-699-9151 Tyler Callis
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices

to discuss your needs
1-800-438-6040

Bob, Ernie, Matt or Mike
HQ in Pineville, NC

RF Site

INC.
You .101./ WI ,.O RAD101

www.SCMSinc.com
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Logitek knows audio routing.

With over 1,000 Audio Engine

routers in uss around the

world, we're hardly a
newcomer tc the routing
market. Our -outers are
flexible, versatile and
lirkable-ccnfigurations can
run from as small as 12 x 12
to 2016 x 2016. We also offer
many non-traditional router
functions including mixing, EO,

compression, program audio

delay, profanity delay, high and

low audio alarms and more.

Find out for yourself what

hundreds of users have
discovered-Logitek routers
give you the audio capabilities

you need at a great price.

Visit us at
www.logitekaudio.com/engine
for more iniormation.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5E22 Edgemc or

Houston, TX X7081

1.800.231.5E70
713 664 4470

www.logitekaudio.com
nfo@logitekaudlo.com Logitek

© 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems. Inc Console Router Systems
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The facility also has a 100kW natural gas generator and a
30kW three-phase UPS to support the facility.

WUNC is updating its audio storage and playback system with
an Enco Dad. The Durham and Chapel Hill facilities have local
servers tied together through a direct fiber connection provided
by Level 3 Communications. This IT connection extends all
the functions of the WUNC and University of North Carolina
computer network to the Durham facility. The connection also
makes it easier for the station to create and store off -site backups
through the connection.

While the IT side is connected through the fiber link, the sta-

tion wanted a dedicated link for the audio and control feeds.
A Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe was installed to handle this.
The two sites are connected via a DS3 circuit to provide the
necessary bandwidth. There are plans to add an RF link to
provide the desired redundancy the station wants. The Big Pipe
provides a bi-directional path for 16 audio channels, several
serial data streams and two video feeds. The video feeds
aren't used yet, but the capacity is there if it is needed. The
Big Pipe provides eight off -premise telephone feeds between

Equipment list
Aircorp Model 500
Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe
Broadcast Tools SRC -8 Ill
CBT Systems Classic and Dual -lens on air light
Crown D -75A
Denon DN-C680, DN-M991R, TU-1500RD
Electro-Voice RE -20
Enberg BA -12
Enco Dad
Ergotron monitor stands
Eventide BD600
Fostex 6301B
Genelec 8030
Henry Engineering Superelay
HHB CDR -850
Krone punch blocks
Neumann U87
O.C. White mic booms
Panasonic SV-3700
Rane HC4, HC6
Sony MDS-E11
Studio Technology furniture
Telos 2X12, Zephyr, Zephyr Exstream, One Delta
Torpey clocks and displays
Wheatstone Bridge, G-6

The team
WUNC: Joan Siefert Rose, GM; David Wright,
associate director of radio; John Francioni, chief
engineer; Nandini Sen, director of IT
Design Development Documentation:
Balsys Systems
Integration: Lightner Electronics

More online
Lots of additional photos and a facility floorplan
are available online at beradio.com.

Edit Booth 1 is used for the daily newscasts and All
Things Considered.

Durnam and Cnapel
The Big Pipe also provides an Ethernet path that is dedicated to the

Wheatstone IP control network. This was key because the Chapel Hill facil-
ity was concurrently upgraded with a Wheatstone Bridge Router. Durham
can now exercise control over the main bridge router in Chapel Hill via a
GP -16 control panel for emergency program overrides and inserts.

For the equipment integration, WUNC tapped the resources of Lightner
Electronics. David Wright noted that using a system integrator not only
reduced the burden of the station staff in installing the new facility, but it
also lended the expertise of the installation crew to the project. System
integrators are familiar with the needs of the users, and also know how
to address the challenges of an installation.

Photos by Dave Home

FACITLITY FOCUS
The technology behind WUNC

CBT Systems Classic and Dual Lens
On -Air Lights

These retro stylec on -air lights are
crafted with durable aluminum housings
that feature multi- ayered Plexiglas
lenses. The resut is an eye-catching
'e,cognizable look The lights are easily
installed on a star dard single or double-

gang J -box and a flasher module is
available. It can L powered from a
120Vac, 24Vac/dc or 12Vac/dc supply.
Additionally, CBT Systems on -air lights
can be interfaced to a switcher or a
console to interpret a variety of on -air
status and tally inc icators. Optional legends are available,
including "recording," "standby," "silence," "applause,"
"now showing," and "now playing," among others.

www.cbtsystems.tv
858-536-2927
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COMPLETE
MICROPHONE
TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. INC.
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Night at
How Fossenden

We Guglielmo Mcrcor sent the
lurst message by wireless in 1896,
Canadian inventor Reginald Fes-

senden saw greater potential. Fessenden was
Thomas Edison's cnief chemist at. en o Park just
a few years before, and throughout the 1890s
he independently researched the science of
electromagnetism.

Fessenden studied the design of Marconi's
method of transmitting wireless. While it un-
questionably did the job, he noted its Flaws. The
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Brant Rock
Influenccc lac 10

telegraph key and spark -gap transmitter sent a "whip -crack
of the ether" on no specific frequency of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The telegraph signals could be picked up by
any receiver anywhere. This was fine for ships at sea, but
not for military communication or anything else requiring
privacy. Fessenden's idea was to send continuous waves
of electrical signal across the ether that could carry sounds
Or. voices and music.

Scientists proposed different theories of how wireless
signals were transmitted on the ether. Fessenden's "gliding
wave" theory stated that radio waves were "attached to and
guided by the earth's surface." High frequency electrical
waves, he explained, could propagate from a grounded
transmission system and follow the curvature of the Earth.
Both earth -based electric currents and magnetic and elec-
trostatic fields in the air would carry the waves.

An early opportunity
The U.S. Weather Bureau hired Fessenden in

1900 to research and invent a wireless device to
communicate with outlying stations tracking severe
weather. He set up shop on Cobb Island on the Po-
tomac River in Washington, DC, and developed an
electrolyte -based detector he called the "barreter."
This device consisted of a metal plate immersed in
a liquid solution that could generate a continuous
electrical wave when current was applied.

The tests in 1900 resulted in spoken words
transmitted wirelessly and received one mile away.
Fessenden's assistant pressed his earphones to his
ears and underneath the roar of static, he heard
faint words: "One, two, three, four. Is it snowing
there, Mr. Thiessen?" the voice said. "rf it is, tele-
graph me back." It worked. The Weather Bureau
was impressed with his results and agreed to
continue financing his experiments. He patented
his method in 1901.

The barreter's biggest problem was that it was
plagued by atmospheric distortion. Fessenden
looked for ways to improve it and examined
Nikolo Tesla's research on electromagnetism and
generation of high frequency waves using alternat-
ing current. He wanted to design his own system

using a mechanical generator to transmit 100 kilocycle electrical
waves through the air; in simpler terms, amplitude modulation.
Later that year he moved his research base to Roanoke Island in
North Carolina.

While there, he kept innovating. In 1902 he combined two
signals to produce one with a new frequency. He named the
circuit the "heterodyne," after "other force" in Greek. His primitive
equipment, though, could not produce the precise frequencies th
circui7 required.

Two Pittsburgh investors approached Fessenden in 1902. They had
big pans to turn the results from Fessenden's experiments into a corn

By Allen J. Singer

mercial service, and to compete with Marconi for transatlantic opera-
tion. With their financing, he formed the National Electric Signaling
Company. Engineers at General Electric were hired to design and build
the required 100 kilocycle alternator. He erected a tower and installed
the alternator at a station at Brant Rock near Boston in 1904.

The big night
General Electric's alternator worked but reception was nonexistent

during daylight hours. After much fine-tuning, fishing boats started
receiving his test signals in 1906. Inspired by the success, Fessenden
scheduled a holiday radio program and asked phonograph companies
to donate records. In his test broadcasts late that year, he announced
the special Christmas Eve program to his several listeners.

While the stockings were hung by the chimneys with care on the
mainland, shipboard wireless operators were surprised to hear violin
music instead of the usual aots and dashes. When the music ended,
the crackly voice of the world's first disc jockey floated prominently
through the static. "If anyone hears this," it said, "please write to
Mr. Fessenden at Brant Rock." Fessenden himself then played 0,
Holy Night on the violin-singing the last verse; read passages
from the bible; and played Handel's Largo from the Serse opera on
a phonograph record. He repeated the program on New Year's
Eve. To him, at least, it was a success.

The general public never learned of it, though. Only a few fisher-
men, naval officers and wireless hobbyists were privy His backers
declared their interest in transatlantic telegraphy and walked out.
Disappointed in the overall result, Fessenden decided radio would
never serve as a form of entertainment.

Fessenden accomplished what he had set out to do: he proved
voice and music could be carried by continuous wireless waves.
Others, though, deserve credit as well. Thomas Eaison invented
the hot -cathode vacuum tube in 1884. Borrowing on the tube's
"Edison effect," Ambrose Fleming created and patented the dode
"valve" tube in 1904, which forced directional current flow. Lee

de Forest added a third electrode to Fleming's diode in 1907 and
called it the Audion tube. Later, Edwin Armstrong experimented
with the Audion tube and designed the first audio amplifier, the
regenerative circuit. Armstrong took the modified Audion tubes and
wired a circuit that received and produced RF waves-Fessenden's
mechanical alternator had just been mode obsolete oy the vacuum
tube. Later in 1916, Armstrong combined the heterodyne with his
regenerative circuit and created the "superheterodyne," a four -stage
amplifier whose basic design is still used to this day.

Singer is a freelance writer and a fowler radio engineer in Cincinnati,
wwwallensedge.corn.

Dec. 24, 2006, will mark the 100th anniversary of Fessenden's audio broad-
cast, and as the radio industry recognizes the contribution of this achieve -
men! next month, Radio margarine will recognize the top 100 technology
achievements that helped shape radio broadcasting. Look for this special

- :

Photos: Fessenden in his later years; Fessenden
(seated at right) in the lab; the alternator generator
at Brant Rock; the tower at Brant Rock. Photos
courtesy of the State Archives of North Carolina.
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Burk GSC3000
The broadcast engineer is unique in that he can never truly be off the
clock. We can all recount endless numbers of midnight phone calls,
family vacations dotted with ringing cell phones and daily e -mails, and

the occasional drive in to the station to reset something-or worse. Heck, I drove
my family from Tampa to Detroit non-stop to fix an STL problem. The fact is,
engineers know this is part of their gig and we grudgingly accept it. Of course,
who among us would turn away from technology that would allow us to return
to our normal lives sooner? The obvious answer: remote facility control.

Overview
Gentner designed and built the VRC-1000

touch-tone transmitter remote control system back
in the late 1980s. Back then it was a welcome
addition to the WRIF transmitter plant because it
allowed the engineers to interact with the transmitter
without the impediment of a baffled, disinclined
or distracted disc jockey on the other end of the
phone. Now engineers would be on the front line
in the event of a failure or out of tolerance condi-
tion; the VRC-1000 would phone an engineer,

Performance at a glance
Multiple

communication options

Expandable
to 128 channels

Multiple alarm
reporting options

Logging capability via
site captures

Ability to store macros

Lynx software
configuration tool with

custom screen creation
application

Available Web interface
with e-mail and

SMS alerting

instead of simply flickering the oft -ignored alarm
lamp in the corner of the studio.

Gentner dutifully evolved the VRC-1000. Sub-
sequent introductions of the VRC-2000 and the
GSC3000 represented the company's efforts to
remain parallel with advancements in technol-
ogy and customer demand. In April 2001,
Gentner sold its remote facilities management
(RFM) products to Burk Technology. Burk's core
business is RFM, so it was a good fit. Burk took
the GSC3000 and VRC2500 under its wing
and developed software and hardware for the
platforms alongside its existing Arc -16 product
and accessories.

Post Burk, the GSC3000 has seen the develop-
ment of Lynx 5, a PC software tool with several
enhancements, a handful of directly connected

BERADIO.COM

by Michael Kernen

accessories known as G -Link, as well as up-
graded internals.

For the unacquainted, the GSC3000 combines
all aspects of remote facilities management. It's

capable of monitoring, metering and status, is-

suing commands, collecting data via snapshots
(Burk calls them captures) and running macros.
The included Lynx software will run on a PC with
minimal hardware requirements and provides the
primary user interface. A typical site's hardware
consists of a GSC3000 I/O unit connected via
multi -pair cables to wiring interface panels for
metering and status termination and command
relay units. Phoenix connectors are provided for
wiring ease. The optional voice interface connects
to the 0 -Bus (RS -485) and a Web interface can
be connected via RS -232.

The core of the system is the single rock space
I/O unit. Available in eight and 16 channels,
it has two nine -pin serial ports, two RS -485 (G -
Bus) ports, and 37 -pin D connectors for wiring
interface panels and command relay connection.
As many as 16 I/O units can be connected via
the 0 -Bus, providing 256 channels of metering,
status and command. The I/O unit can run
macros, capture status/metering for logging,
issue commands and issue alarms if conditions
warrant. Scheduling of commands, captures
and macros is also possible.

Command and control
accessories

Also a single -rack unit, Wiring Interface Panels
provide a convenient termination point via Phoe-
nix connectors. They connect to the I/O via the
37 -pin cable. The wiring interface is entirely pas-
sive. One is required for metering and another
for status inputs.

The Command Relay Unit is an eight -channel
unit that incorporates its own power supply for
the 16 internal relays. Phoenix connectors and
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a 37 -pin connector occupy the rear panel. Each
command channel has two relays so on/off or
up/down commands can be implemented for
any single function. Two of these are needed to
complete an I/O 16.

Forced to live at the logical end of the G -Bus (unit

ID #161, the Voice Interface reports alarms and
answers incoming calls. It provides for touch-tone
interrogation of the system responding with a decid-

edly robotic voice. A modem can be connected
here for dial -up access using the Lynx software.

The Web interface allows the user to interact
with I/O units at the site by way of a Web
browser and Java, or by IP connection and the
Lynx software. The Web interface also sends
SMTP e-mail to report alarms. SMS text messag-
ing is supported.

Lynx software, the PC software that provides a
viewport and configuration tool, started life in the
Gentner offices and received a complete revamp-
ing at the hands of Burk. Users can create and
view custom screens, calibrate metering, create
and execute macros, issue commands, and view
metering and status. The software provides a
means for connection to multiple sites using any of
several connection methods. Custom screens can

4C

4
THE

EXPRESS LAN

f IS NOW OPEN.

AudioScience introduces the world's

first PCI Express sound cards: the

4516600 series. Not only do you get

the advantage of speedy PCI EXpress

data transfer, but our ASI6600 series

sound cards are loaded with Built for

Broadcast' features. With PCI Express

slots fast becoming the standard in

new PCs, now is the time to get in the

fast lane. Get ahead, and stay ahead,

with AudioScience. Learn more by

calling +1.302-324-5333 or visit

www.audioscience.com.

be created and edited using Burk's custom screen
editor application. This allows you to choose
which commands, meters and status channels to
display. You can choose from several meters,
buttons and lamp styles. Choose a background
and display them in any layout.

Burk has recently introduced the ability to create
virtual channels. These can make complex calcu-
lations based on
input conditions
and mathemati-
cal calculations
providing "a way
to link a single
on -screen meter
or status channel

Burk Technology
P 978-486-0086

W www. burk .com

E control@burk.com

`o several differ-

ent conditions." Boolean expressions are also
supported.

G -Link expansion series
Burk has recently expanded the capability of

the GSC3000 by leveraging its G -Bus RS -485
communications network. Burk calls the expanded
product line &Link. It includes the GX-128 Inter-
face for X10 automation, a pair of remote outlet

PC1')---
EXPRESS'

ASI6600 SERIES FEATURES

+24dB analog levels

96kHz sample ra:es

SSX multi -channel support

MRX multi -rate mix ng

MPEG Layer 2 and 3 encoding and
decoding

TSX time scaling

SoundGuard transient voltage
protection

Short 6.6" PCI card lormat

Up to 4 cards in one system

Windows 2000, XP and Linux drivers

(tSTRWA90,40C4i7)

/oar Lffiredlownr

Your Best Move!
Make ERI part of your
broadcast strategy.

=EN
Your Single Source for E roadcast Solutions'"  877 :RI -LINE  www.eriinc.com
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The Lynx software screens can be customized to control a
GSC3000 system.

controllers, the GT-4 Remote Temperature Monitor
and the One Connect system that provides a direct
interface for Nautel V5 and V10 transmitters.

The Burk AC -8 and AC -4 bring the power cycle
into the GSC3000 realm of capability. The AC -8

Training Solutions for Today's Industry!
..11 4 Min

_ -1

Technical Training Solutions
for the 21st Century!

University Based Training

RSI can help you meet
FCC/OSHA compliance

requirements. We also provide
all levels of technical training to
meet all your company's needs.

Technical Training Safety Training
 Corn Tech Fundamentals (Live)

 Line Sweep Testing

 Intro to Radio Antenna Systems

Think Safety - Think RSI

RSI offers over 100 online
technicaUsafety courses specialized

for the Broadcast Industry!

For an online demo of ono
or our many safety & technical
courses visit WWW rsicorp corn

1-888-830-5648

 RF Site Safety Awareness'.

 Telecom Construction Safety'.

 Blended LearnIngi10 .1 30 hour

 Advanced RF Train The Trainer'.

 Online & Live 10 hour OSHA
outreach card

 Web -Based Training

Let RSI be your chosen partner
for all of your safety &

technical training needs!

and AC -4 are operationally identical. The differ-
ences being that the AC -8 is an eight -outlet rack
mounted unit matching the look and size of the
GSC3000. It features front panel outlet controls
with status LEDs, while the AC -4 is much smaller.

Having only four outlets, the AC -4 can be easily
stowed in the bottom of a crowded equipment
rack or wall mounted.

The One Connect is the first of its kind. Burk

has found common ground with transmitter manu-
facturer Nautel allowing nearly direct integration
with is V5 and V10 transmitters. Rather than us-
ing individual wires to connect to the transmitters
metering samples, status indicators and command
controls, Burk's One Connect receives info directly
from the transmitters control CPU via a serial
RS -232 connection. By taking advantage of a
direct connection, Burk One Connect brings much
more data to the GSC3000 than most engineers
would ever dream of bringing to a conventional
remote control.

The Burk GT-4 Remote Temperature Monitor is
simple and straightforward. It allows four tem-
perature probes to be connected and monitored
via G -Bus by the GSC3000. Three types of
temp sensors are available: indoor, stack and
outdoor/general purpose. An outdoor/general
purpose sensor is included.

The GX-128 brings monitoring and control
of X10 compatible automation modules to the
GSC3000 product. X10 is a specification for
wireless consumer -oriented appliance, lighting
and security equipment. Quoting X10.com, "X10
is regarded as the de facto standard in home
automation." 128 X10 modules can be paired
to the GX-I28.

Plugged in
My facilities use seven of Burk's GSC3000

equipment, so I couldn't resist trying out a few
AC -8s. Our tech ops room is strictly secure, so
anyone needing to reboot an errant ISDN unit had
better be on the engineering staff. Knowing that
these things often catch a bug, I plugged them in
to the AC -8's rear panel. I also plugged in the
occasionally cranky POTS codecs as well as a
few of the other usual suspects (PCs).

I've used the GCS3000 product since its

introduction. Burk is interested in improving and
further evolving the product, so I can't wait to see
what they come up with next.

Kernen is chief engineer of Greater Media Detroit.

Editor's note. Field Reports are an exclusrve Radio magazine feature
for radio brrwrirasters Each report a prepared by well -nualdifyi staff al
a radio station. production facility Or consurong comp& .

These recoils are performed by the industry, for the ,r ra,stry, Mar ,.,-
facturer support is limited to providing ban equipment and to aiding the
author it requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to pibLish the results of any
device tested, positive or rtegatse. No report should be considered ar
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine,
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From XM Satellite Radio, to WOR in New York, to
AOL's Kids Online, StudioHub+ is chang-ng the
way broadcasting connects.
"The XM Washington location is the laigest broadcast focitity in the
world and it's wired exclusively with StudioHub."

Ed Schwartz, VP. Broadcast Engineering
XM Satellite Radio

"The thing that we like most about Studio Hub is that it's easy to con-
nect. //You can plug in a network cable, you con wire your
studio. It's very simple."

Thomas Ray, VP, Director of Engineering
WOR, Buckley broadcasting, New York

'See this.76enius! Genius! So, the StudioHub, is really a good thing.
And it means i f you' ye got this, you can just plug into anything. It's
really incredible. So, thank you Radio Systems. Thank you StudioHub!"

Rick Adorns, Director
Interactive Children's Entertainmen:, AOL Kids

CONNECT EVERYTHING
THE CAT -5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION

Join a cast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+,
THE broadcast wiring sclution.

StudioHub+ is the CAT -5 wiring system tha: lets you plug
and play all your studio and rack -room equipment with an
elegant system of pre -made cables and adapters.

StudioHub+ is the universal analog and digital approach to
wiring all your broadcast gear.

See the Movie!
Log on to www.studiohub.com/themovie
to view scenes of StudioHub+ installations
at XM, RFERL, WOR, WCBS, WTOP, KCRW,
WIP, WXPN, and KOL.

Radio Systems, Inc.  601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fa K: 856-467-3o44  www.studiohub.com
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by Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

LED clock displays
BRG Pecislon Products

CLC Series: Circle line clocks offer digital
hours and minutes with an analog display of
seconds. The LED circle can be configured
to display accumulated dots or a single dot
to represent seconds. More than 350,000
display and function configurations are avail-
able. CDMA and GPS Atomic Time Receivers
are available. All clocks within a display are
synchronized with each other. The 10 -year
lithium battery ensures correct time after a
power failure. Ethernet, GPS, CDMA, IRIG-B

and SMPTE time receivers are available to synchronize the
time zone display with the U.S. Atomic Clock.

800-295-0220; www.brgprecision.com
sales@brgproducts.com

Acoustic treatment
SE Electronics
Ghost Acoustics: The Ghost series comprises
five products in a choice of two colors: charcoal
gray and light gray. The central building block for
the range is a 2'x2' absorber built around a steel
inner frame. The construction is layers of highly
compressed glass fiber with layers of aluminium
foil that help break up lower frequency waveforms.
These layers are covered with a fully fire retardant

fabric and the whole structure is bound with a brushed alu-
minum frame. Each absorber ships with a metal frame that
screws onto the wall.

408-873-8606; www.seelectronics.com
microphone@seelectronics.com

Digital distribution system
Henry Engineering

Digital DA 2x8: This dual -mode digital
distribution system is a flexible system for
distributing AES/EBU digital audio signals.
It is useful for routing audio to multiple
destinations. The system features two inputs
and eight outputs. It can operate as a single
one -in by eight -out DA, or as a pair of one -
in by four -out DAs. A recessed front panel
push-button selects the operating mode. All
inputs and outputs are transformer isolated
and conform to AES/EBU standards. LEDs
indicate the presence of signals on the out-
puts. The unit is powered with a built-in ac
power supply

626-355-3656; www.henryeng.com
info@henryeng.com

Talent receiver
Production Intercom
TR-1: On the top of the unit are inputs for
'/4" and 3.5mm plugs and a rotary volume
control that can be turned down, but not all
the way off. The rear panel features a green
LED indicating that the unit is connected to the
system and is receiving the required 1 8Vdc

to 30Vdc from the power supply. A second
red LED flashes when audio traffic is being
received. An external recessed switch allows
the user to choose single- or two -channel
operation. Connection to the receiver is via
a three -pin mini XLR.

800-562-5872; www.beltpack.com
info@beltpack.com

Audio software
Backbone Networks
Radio Pro V4.1: Broadcasters build their
playlists from songs, commercials and program
segments with clickable images and text for display
within their 'tunes player or Web browser. By
clicking on images and text listeners can conduct
e -commerce while continuing to listen to the pro-
gramming. The software helps program directors
decide what commercials to run at certain times
of the day. Integrated real-time reporting tells the
operator how many people listen to what programs
or songs, at what time, for how long and from
where based on potential geographical mapping
of IP listener connections. Radio broadcasters can
simultaneously webcast their streaming programs
while commanding the software to create, anno-
tate and post podcasts made from the program
material, pulled from the station's audio content
database. The software creates podcast chapters,
inserts images and links to each chapter, playable
on Photo or Video (pods.

508-753-5665; www.backbone.com
info@backboneaudio.com
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Sub -audible detector
Broadcast Tools

WPB DUAL BUSAUDIRLE DETECTOR

DSD-2: The DSD-2 is a 25/35Hz subaudible
detector with a single -channel, high-pass filter.
The unit's detection algorithm virtually eliminates
false triggering due to level variations. Features

include twin SPDT relays, front -panel LEDs for each

detected tone and a third for combination tone
detection. Other features are balanced input and
output termination via 14" TRS jacks and plug-in
Euroblock terminals, RS -232 programming and
tone detection port, front panel input audio pres-
ence and overload LEDs and ouput level trimmer.
The unit is powered by a surge protected internal
bi-polar 15Vdc power supply.

877-250-5575
www.broadcasttools.com
bti@broadcasttools.com

Radio automation
application
klediatron

Radiocube On Air: This system sup-
ports multiple audio outputs. Multi -format
and multi-sampling mixing of these audio
formats is possible: MP3, WMA, WAV,
MPEG 2 and BWF. Users drag and drop
from Windows Explorer to the ploy list.
Separate progress bars provide intro/
ramp count up/down. The system offers a
built-in pre -listen player with loop function.
Features of this application include Direct X
plug-in support; adjustable pitch for audio
outputs (±50 percent); and a dedicated
control panel.

+49 89-3715645-0
www.mediatron.com; info@mediatron.com

Sound cards
Audio Science

ASI6620, AS16622, ASI6640: The
ASI6600 series of sound cards offer
a faster DSP, short -length PCI
format, +24dBu analog
levels, 96kHz sample
rates and SSX multi-
channel support. All the
features of the ASI6000 range
are also present, such as MRX
multi -rate mixing, MPEG Layer 2
and 3 encoding and decoding,
TSX time scaling and Sound Guard
transient voltage protection on all I/O.
The ASI6620 provides six stereo play streams mixed to two
balanced stereo outputs and four stereo streams of record
from two balanced stereo inputs. The ASI6622 adds two
AES/EBU inputs and outputs with a dedicated AES/EBU
sync input and word clock input. The ASI6640 provides 12
play streams mixed to four balanced stereo analog outputs
and eight stereo record streams from four balanced stereo
analog inputs. The series features driver support for Windows
WAVE, Direct Sound and Linux A' c. A

302-324-5333; www.m.dioscience.com
sales@audioscierce.com

Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise
BlockAid" Control On A Roll

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall
mass without increasing its depth. 125 iacfi, STC = 27

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
www.acousticsfirit..;:om
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Subwoofer
Adam Professional Audio

Sub 8: The subwoofer is a compact
speaker that extends the low end of any
near field monitoring system. It houses

a 8" woofer with a large 50mm voice
coil and is driven by a 160W ICE
power amp. The front baffle features
two motorized knobs that allow the end
user to tailor input levels and crossover
frequency settings. These knobs can
be controlled with a wireless remote
control. The unit also provides an on-
board 2.1 bass management system.
The built-in amps are 160W/240W
and the speaker's frequency response

is ±3dB 28Hz to 150Hz. Input impedance is
1041 The speaker's dimensions are 10.2"W x
16.1"H X 1 4 9"D

49 30 86300970
www.adam-audio.de
info@adam-audio.de

FM antenna
Jampro Antennas
JBCP-H-HD: The Optimizer JBCP-H-HD FM side -mount
antenna is designed for digital broadcast applications
that require insensitivity to icing conditions as well as high
power handling. Each element is fabricated with thick
wall brass and copper with a 31/8" outside diameter. On
a single frequency, VSWR is 1.1:1 ±200KHz or better.
Radomes are not normally needed because even with as

much as 12" of radial ice, typical VSWR is still less than 1.4:1.
916-383-1177; www.jampro.com

jampro@jampro.com

Stereo audio processor
Orban
Optimod DAB -6300: This multipurpose
stereo audio processor is for digital radio,
netcasts, STL protection, audio production
and digital mastering. With a 20kHz audio
bandwidth and a 48kHz internal sample
rate, the processor succeeds Orban's Op-
timod DAB -6200 audio processor while
offering improved processing algorithms and
more flexibility. The 6300 contains a stereo
enhancer, AGC, equalizer, phase -linear
multiband compressor/limiter with two or
fjve bands, and two independent stereo
look -ahead peak limiters. The processor
incorporates Precode technology that prepro-
cesses audio to minimize audible artifacts in
low bit rate codecs.

510-351-3500
www.orban.,:om

custserv@orban.com

IP-based satellite service
Orbital Data Net
Satellite Link: Designed to support the Comrex Ac-
cess, this satellite link provides an IP connection across
a satellite network. The link allows the Access to operate
anywhere in the continental United States-even where
broadband cable, DSL, POTS and ISDN circuits are un-
available. Satellite dishes are pre -positioned at locations
the user commonly transmits from, allowing the user to
move the bandwidth wherever it is needed without having
to pay for leased terrestrial lines. Fly away systems and
mobile automated satellite antennas can be installed on
a vehicle or be included in the company's EGG Satcom
trailer unit

573-445-8101; www.orbitaldata.net
paultette@orbitaldata.net

UPGRADES and
UPDATES

APT has launched Apt -x Live
designed specifically for live
performance situations. It
has about half the latency
of Apt -x. (www.aptx.com)...
Barix introduced a new
programmable software feature
for its lnstreamer and Exstreamer
audio encoding and decoding
products that allows users to
develop custom applications
in a network-, audio- or USB-
flash environment. (www.barix.
corn)... Broadcast Electronics
has added emergency -alert
messagecasting to the Radio
Experience Message Manager,
the company's text application
suite for RBDS, HD Radio and
Web. (www.bdcast.com)...Enco
Systems has released version
5.1d of its Digital Audio Delivery
(DAD) system. The new system
features a new user i-rterface,
metadata features and stronger
music scheduling and traffic
integration. (www.enco.com)
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NEW PRODUCTS

Tower -style
table leg supports

RAM Broadcast
Systems

TL Series: TL series tower -style

tabletop leg supports are available
in two sizes. The TL -285 is 281/2"
high for sit-down applications and
the TL -365 is 3612" high for stand-
up applications. Both are made
from 1" tubular steel with welded
74" cross member supports. They
will support more than 2,000
lbs. The legs have adjustable feet
with an adjustable range of 2" to
ensure a level table on almost any

floor. The legs are powder coated with three
layers of black semi -gloss paint for a long-lasting
durable finish.

800-779-7575
www.ramsyscom.com
sales@ramsyscom.com

Monitoring system
ATC
SCM12 Pro: This two-way passive monitoring
system is designed for near -field appl,cations and
can be shelf- or stand -mounted. Each monitor
features a hand -built driver composed of a 3"
midrange soft dome coupled onto a 6" cone for
bass and midrange frequencies, as well as a 1"
soft -domed tweeter with a neodymium magnet for

high -end response
702-307-2700

www.lasvegasproaudio.com/atcstmo
sales@lasvegasproaudio.com

Acoustic panel
Golden Acoustics
Equalizer 18: nese panels may be applied to the
ceiling r sALIiJ:, They are 18" deep and designed to
diffuse sonic energy in the high, middle and low ranges.
Depending on he number of panels and the mounting ar-
rangement, the panels can effective:y diffuse sonic energy

to below 30Hz.

-I'S
Superior Electric

Stabiline SLF: All SLF

serves UPSs are equipped
with a front panel LCD status
display. More than 20 UPS
statuses and conditions can

be displayed. The system produces a true
sine wave output voltage waveform. All models are microproces-
sor controlled and feature a two -stage automatic voltage regulatior
capability. All models have surge suppression and EMI/RFI filter
ing circuitry. RF I 1 telephone jacks are provided on the UPS rear
panel for fax and modem use. An RS -232 port is Oso provided
Other features include 120Vac, 50/60Hz operation and 500VA
700VA and 1 kVA models

800-787-3532; www.superiorelectric.com
info@superiorelectric.com

Radio newsroom
system
Burli Software
News Data Ingest: Burli

ingests and manages a range of
data in traditional and emerging
formats. More than 50 serial data
wires are supported in a variety
of formats, languages and character sets. The system provides
automatic ingest from FTP sites as well as LAN or VVAN locations.
The system automatically records from multiple analog or digital
audio sources. Clock, threshold, GPI recording triggers are avail-
able. Record and manage telephone recordings remotely with
DTMF tones. It supports PCM, MP2, BWAV, Cart Chunk and MP3
formats in a variety of sample and bit rates. A built-in RSS reader
treats RSS feeds like newswires.

604-684-3140; www.berrLcom; info@burli.com

248-548-8840
www.g&denacoustics.com

Documenting your facility
without WireCAD?

The tools you need.
at a price you can afford.

Drawings, integral databases, reports for cable
labels (and error -checking to prevent duplicates).

No More Drafting!

Try it free, and
learn more at

www.wirecad.com
Because Genius Ain't Easy!
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Traffic, billing software
LAN International
Viero Revenue Management: More than
a traffic and billing system, this software uses
a scheduling service known as the Booking

Agent to maximize
spot placement and
revenue providing
management with
accurate reporting
on inventory and
revenue, past and
future. E-PIF is the

Electronic Public
Inspection File that

allows the user to oversee and manage public
files from a central location, automate missing
file notifications and provide the public with safe,
streamlined access at each local site. Radio Fusion,
for customer relationship management and sales
force automation, allows users to create proposals
and manage accounts. Best Rate, a rate and yield
management tool, offers drill down capabilities
that allow management to make critical course
corrections in advance.

949-425-3300; www.laninuom
ro.catalfo@lanint.com

Software package
Arctic Palm Technology
CS RDS: CS RDS captures play line data from your automation system,
promotional material from the CS Scheduler module, captures your local
weather forecast with the CS Weather module and sends that data to the
RDS encoder, HD Radio system, website and Intranet simultaneously. It

supports most automation systems sending text from multiple input sources
to multiple output streams. Data captured from input sources may be sent
to your RDS/RBDS encoder as well as your website, intranet or other
system. Highlights of this system include cart triggered messages; station
branding; automatic weather updates; normalized text formatting option;
and play list history for Web or intranet.

800-268-4081; www.orcticpalm.com

Line multiplexer
APT
HD PCAU: APT and Pulsecom have created the
HD PCAU, which assists broadcasters with their
migration from analog to digital. This product
offers an AES/EBU interface, as well as 20Hz to
20kHz bandwidth to transport HD Radio content
and auxiliary data, allowing RBDS to be embed-
ded in the audio stream.
/100-955-APTX; www.optx.com; info@aptx.com

Software tool
Bld4spots.com
Powerbidder: This new tool enables sca lability
so that general sales managers with multiple sta-
tions can enter their rates on one bidding screen
and apply them to multiple stations. Advertisers
create auctions early in the week for ads they would
like to run the following week. Radio stations bid
against each other to win an advertiser's spots.
The more auctions in which stations compete,
the better their chances of winning auctions and
selling last-minute airtime. With Powerbidder,
sales managers enter the total number of radio
spots they wish to sell across any number of sta-
tions, along with gross dollars per spot for each
daypart. The software automatically determines
which ads the stations should bid for to sell the
most inventory.

866-326-7788; www.bici4spots.com
customerservice@Bid4spots.com

Find the mic
winner

September issue
Congratulations to

Ken Mann
of Coastal Production Company.

His name was drawn frorr the correct
entries for the September issue. He won

the 1-eil PR -40 mic from Transaudio Group.

TR
Tr -

The mic icon was an
the DJs headphones.

UDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For zomplete rules, go to beradio.com.
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Condenser mic
AKG
Perception 400: The
new large diaphragm,
multi -pattern condenser
microphone encompasses
selectable cardioid, omni
and figure -eight pickup pat-
terns with switchable 10dB
pad, switchable bass cut filter,
shock mount and metal case.
The mic features two back-to-back,
1" diameter vibrating surface capsules with gold -
sputtered foil diaphragms. The mic features a full
20Hz to 20kHz response and 145dB max SPL
capability at less than 0.5 percent THD. The 400
boasts a precision -tooled zinc/aluminum alloy
metal chassis with a stainless steel, dent -resistant
grill screen to protect the capsules. The mic comes
in a metal -framed "sound tools" carrying case with
a screw -on, spider -type shock

818-920-3212; www.akgusa.com
akgusa@harman.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Play -out and production
software
Airshift
Airshift Studio: Designed for radio stations
that have one to five studios, the software is used
for all production -related tasks. The workflow
starts with planning process. The station defines
their program schedule for each weekday. The
template divides each hour of programming to
a segment that has various attributes: start and
end time, name, type and seIected music clock.
For daily planning, playlists are created for each
program containing all the elements needed: music
tracks, sounds and commercials. A third -party
system, such as music scheduler or iraffic system
takes care of the scheduling of commercials. A
producer finishes production of one item, then
places it in the playlist. The publishing phase is
where created content is published to the audi-
ence. After the program is published, the content
is archived or purged.

+35 8 50 365 0577; www.airshift.ty
soles@airshift.ty

Phone flasher,
door announcer
DM Engineering

Studio Hotline: Fea-
tures of this product
include microproces-
sor -based circuitry;
multiple LEDs used
for indicators; color
visual indications and
audible signals for
phone and door; a
three -position audible
control switch; remotely
mutable control for au-
dible signals, contact
closure or TTL low to
mute; and dc output
voltages for driving the
solid state relay pack for

turning on high wattage
incandescent lamps for phone and
door indication. A terminal block

with screw connections can be used for external
I/O control for ease of wiring. The unit's dimen-
sions are 5 75 x 2.6 x 1 1

805-987-7881; www.dmengineering.com
info@dmengineering.com

Neafield monitor
Klein + Hummel
0 300: A triamplified three-way nearfield

: .erence monitor, the 0 300 delivers
is similar to the 0 300 D minus the digital
input and control hardware. By using a
dense, low -resonance material called [RIM,
the company has molded the waveguides
required for dispersion directly into the
baffle. The unit's 8" cone woofer is made
of a special lightweight polypropylene
material. The midrange is handled by a treated fabric dome with
a 3" voice coil. The 1" high -frequency driver is equipped with a
titanium/fabric dome that combines the transparency of a titanium
dome with the low distortion of a fabric dome. All three drivers

are magnetically shielded
+49 711 45 89 30; www.klein-humnielde; sales@klein-hummeide

LAN extender/facility
controller
Moseley Associates
Lanlink HS900D: Lanlink provides a 1Mb
network connection at remote sites where no wires

or cables exist. It operates in the free 900MHz
band without licenses, leases or new antennas.

805-968-9621; www.moseleysb.com
info@moseleysb.com
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Fi'emotE Broadcast Solutions!!!

/OM/talc Unpin
(fr.."

X

c-)046 
MIcTFI - Mic/Linf- to Telephone Interface

5) Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkal re batteries.

D High quality, user-switchable, internal linsibr prevents clipping.

External power input with silent, auto-swixting battery backup

D Individual gain controls for send, receive sill headphones levels.

Florida 32609
cw

TelTap - Pocket -Sized
Manual Telephone Coupler

Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

Y) Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

Gel info on thEse 6- other
great remote products at
wwvu.cir cuihwerkes.coni

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

NAB Radio Show
Booth# 523

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

Create stunning 'real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3'm
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommandernA

...Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D"'

VSl OMMUNICAIIONSF engineering consulting
ILE commninilms laliveme software- Fa/Omer*, 1,10.1.114/

oft The leader In broadcast

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Hs is a seal; ad for a

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMAT!

ISOFTWARE
with a small price, too!

j?t your free demo t day:

www.radiocube.cors

'he beat the competition.

Software for
Station Operators anti DJ s

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Corn

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760 744 1943

www.rfparts.com
E-mail:

rfp@rfparts.com
4finev. /967

RF PARTS
COMPANY
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AM RF Systems...

LBA Technology, Inc.
kcaL.11 Farther. Sound BettersM

k

wi:hout the surprises.

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide supplier

of HD radio ready AM antenna systems. Our array

of RF products includes directional antenna systems,

diplexers and triplexers, ATU's, and components for

every power level. LBA systems are designed and

custom fabricated to your distinct requirements.

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into

helping you reach farther and sound better! See w

hat we can do for you at www.LBAgroup.com or

call us at 252-757-0279.

252.757.0279  www LBAgroup com 3400 Tupper DIIVC Greenville. NC 27835

THERE ARE NO LIMITS
EXCEPT THESE...
www.sonifex.co.uk

Redbox RB-ML.
Stereo Microphone
& Line Level Limiter

CoMntapAisi),

Redbox RB-SL2
Twin Mos°, Or Stereo,
Limiter

INDEPENDENT

:infodindependentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

Serendipity
Broadcasting

(636)586-8697 Festus - Missouri
sviconun@nightowl.net

Public Inspection
File Preparation

Did you know that in the past two
years more than 1000 radio stations
were fined by the FCC for failure
to properly maintain their Public
Inspection Files? Would your File
stand up to FCC inspection?

Let us maintain your files for you!
We
 Create/Update & maintain File
 Provide easy to complete infor
mation packet

 Ship updated File to you guar
terly

 Work with you personally

Quarterly compliance inspections
available ... Ask for details!

www.sviCommunications.com

Get
connected

to the industry's best listing of
products & services.

1111,11,

EN

Racily
TO. RADIO tlICNINIOL LADIR

ONLINE BUYERS GUIDE

radiobuyersguide.corn
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Easy Ordering In Nanoseconds

With the ONLY 1.800+ page catalog
of the NEWEST information 4 times
a year. and daily updates to over
700,000 products on-line, you can
depend on Mouser for easy ordering
in nanoseconds!

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

MOUSERELECTRONICS

The Newes P-oducts
For You.- Newest Designs

Tr NEWEST IllssimiNeNis I Smokes I blexamods I hew I Elsobswedwskw I Int Tool. & Supplies

Moose, and Mouser Electron., are reigistooR hademerks of Mouser Electronics. inc Other 1.
company names rnonnonoa hoohn nay be trademark, rat their rospectNo owners

1.r)

00
00

00
00
00
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Transconi Corporation
Am 5 fill Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
*New* 20 and 30 W synthesized1 5 KW 190.) BE FM 1 5A

2 KW 1999 Crown FM 2000A exciters

3.5 KW 1986 Harris HT 3.5 Used Continental 802A

5 KW 1988 Harris FM5K1
7* KW 2005 Harris Z16 HD NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
10 KW 2005 Harris Z10CD Special Discount Pricing On
10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 VHF and UHF At,.,,.

20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK to 10k1N,
20 KW 1989 FM0 20.00008 N STL
25 KW 1980 CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)
30 KW

50 KW

1997

1982
BE 30T

Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter- transmitter
switcher

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1 KW UHF Axce H 28

5 kW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid

Stale

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
55 KW UHF GE TT59B. CH 25
55kW UHF RCA TTU-55

1982 Connental 314R11 KW

1 KW 1999 Hams Gates 1
5 KW 1996 Continental 315D Solid USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

State Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter. 50S
5 KW 1974 Continental 315F Denon 720R cassette. NEW
5 KW 1982 Har ris MW5A Patch Panel. 3 port. 1-5/8"
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digita
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F 2 Twr
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2 Sola Voltage Reg 60hz 1 KVA

s -phase

Please go to our web site tor updated listings - www.fmamtv.com
Retuning and Testing Available

CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

OMNIRAK
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom Image Room Furniture

Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax?
 Eruellent t n dish satire custom desagn abahty,

so you get CIac tty what you want

I Unique combmanon r style, tunctsonalaty
and ergonomics

 Fanatual attention to detail
 15 years of experience
 100% sanstacnon guaranteed

P.O. Rue 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
801332.3391 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

info@omnirax.com

nott ltd I
31401 I a !luta II...
Arminetmi,\\I N-401

11" '41,
I is qis 32:-1142

tl
IN

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.com
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CURRENT METERING

-111ISSIEISSEISSIS

1PC3602 www 0u1.i2, coo'' cc

VOLTAGE REGULATION

ode

VR1 20 oroo.soulizai.cd^ten

PULIZZI
4, 1 -877-PULIZZI

-Made in The
U.S.A For SOW 1 2000

Workload. We.

ter -cre ni.,..,s* on and 'MCnnlin oriloring 8': sriirsir Pu 'II

FCC Certified
001.'"' FM Stereo Transmitter

GET OH -THE RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!
V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
 Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PXSO was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8. 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50: so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX5OI

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC
590 Fishets Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
400-446-2295  585-924-4560
umninsomainyeilincItNaRks.com
Providing Value An/ Porfonmonce For Over 30 Teen!

For more information on how to advertise in Radio Magazine,

contact a salesperon today!

Steven Bell

913.967.7221  shell@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan

610.701.9993  jnolon@prismb2b.com

MOORETRONIX
HROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

prcducts.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Opt.onal mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 VVarnirg Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

AcousticsFirst
TitoL: Imb:888-765-2900

run product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

RangeMaster Transmitters
LPAM AM band radio station

919-367-0607
License tree with 1-2 mile riir,jr' Great Sound!

wwi.am1000ranrierilaster corn

Rain°
TN RADIO TICNNOLOOY L!

Check us out on the
Internet!

WWW.BERADIO.COM
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by Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Do you remember?

Sample and Hold
Listener retention

Does radio lose a
substantial portion of
its audience during

commercials breaks?

Radio
industry

perception
is yes:

68 percent
believe it does

 WI

MOTU al 
&dont now No

Reality
is no:

92 percent
of audience

actually stays

Source: Arbitron, Media Monitors, Coleman study
September 2006

In 1961, Gates, a subsidiary of Harris-Intertype,
manufactured and advertised the Studioette
speech input console. The four channel, step -type
mixer offered generous key switching facilities to

accommodate four microphones into two
preamplifiers, three turntables, two
tape machines and three remote lines.
Three utility keys were provided for
individual needs.

The unit also included a high -gain
program amplifier, lOW ultra linear
monitoring amplifier, dual muting
and warning light relays, a 4" il-

luminated VU meter, a self-contained
power supply, complete cueing facilities

for turntables, net, tapes and remotes and an
output emergency key.

In its day, this level of switching was considered
o provide a great deal of flexibility. Compare
this to the modern routing and control surfaces
available today, and the Studioette might not
even have enough flexibility for a news booth or
dubbing station.

That was then

In this 1950 photo, Frank Atwood, the host
and producer of the Connecticut Farm Forum,
interviews an unidentified area farmer on the
subject of farm safety. The WTIC mobile unit was
equipped to cut 16" aluminum -based disks in the
field. Engineer Al Jackson manned the controls
during the interview.

Photo courtesy of WT1C.
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
_r- is r

0^

-J -I -J

'JP F(Jr11 r_fjj-Wiri?

The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP -3
repla:es a whole rack of dedicated

units. VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (-IPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
4GC/compression and 4 -band para-
metric EQ (signal chain reversible)

before going through a final stage
zero -overshoot weak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
complete contro of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connecion that lets

you control one or
many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND Volat:;"AArt
TM

tel 252-638-7000 / sates@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.com Copyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation



It's a Whole New WORLD!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D -75N digital consoles! And
because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it-you don't have to be a software
guru or IT professional to get up and running-and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net Copyright 0 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation


